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ABSTRACT 
  
Illuminating the adaptive nature of animal behaviours is a major goal of evolutionary biology, 

and the fitness consequences for many behaviours have been well-documented. Animal 

personality research seeks to achieve this goal by first integrating multiple behaviours into a 

single ‘personality’ trait, but it has been argued that this approach offers no additional value to 

the traditional methods of assessing multiple, isolated behaviours as potential predictors of 

fitness. In this study, I measure seven behavioural traits in male zebra finches (Taeniopygia 

guttata) to determine the consistency of those behaviours within individuals and contexts, and to 

investigate how well these traits predict social dominance, measured as aggressive interactions 

between males, in a feeding context. This study was designed to compare directly with previous 

results from a study of female zebra finches that investigated the relationship between behaviour 

and social dominance from a personality perspective. I found that while the analysis of 

personality suggests that there is no association between behaviour and social dominance, the 

analysis of individual behaviours reveals that several behaviours significantly predict social 

dominance in males. Females similarly show no association between personality and social 

dominance when the latter is measured as aggressive interactions between females, but it is 

possible that evaluation of multiple, isolated behaviours would reveal a different pattern in 

females, as well. I conclude that the study of individual behavioural traits, rather than integrated 

personality traits, is probably more useful for evaluating the adaptive significance of behaviours, 

and provides results that are much easier to interpret and compare among different studies and 

species.  
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CHAPTER 1. General Introduction 
Over the past two decades, the study of ‘animal personalities’ has gained considerable 

momentum as a framework for studying animal behaviour through an adaptive lens (Figure 1.1). 

Proponents of ‘personality’ research claim that this approach is an innovative way to address 

adaptive differences in behaviour, and especially within-individual variation. The approach taken 

in personality studies is to quantify multiple repeatable behaviours as a single ‘personality’ score 

(Figure 1.2; Dingemanse et al. 2007; Budaev 2010; Réale et al. 2010, Carter et al. 2013), and 

then to use that score to evaluate how personality influences fitness. In some studies, correlations 

between repeatable behaviours are also measured (Sih et al. 2004a). Associations between 

personality scores and fitness are then presented as adaptive explanations for consistent 

individual differences in behaviour. 

 

 

Figure 1.1. The number of studies focused on individual variation (top) and personality (bottom) 
that were published in Animal Behaviour (light blue bars) and the Journal of Experimental 
Biology (dark blue bars) between 1980 and 2015, as classified by Web of Science. Both topics of 
research have steadily increased in popularity over the last decade (from Roche et al. 2016). 
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Figure 1.2. Principal components analysis (PCA) to capture ‘temperament’, a personality trait in 
361 calves (Bos taurus). Fifteen behaviours measured during a novel-object test are included in 
the PCA; on PC1, novel-object-related behaviours are most important, while on PC2, 
exploration- and activity-related behaviours are most important (from Graunk et al. 2013). In this 
thesis, I evaluate whether collapsing several behaviours into a ‘personality’ score, as is done 
here, reveals useful information about differences in behaviour among individuals that is not 
revealed when the component behaviours are analyzed separately.  
 

An animal’s personality is usually characterized by consistent (repeatable) differences in 

behaviour, across time and contexts (e.g., an animal shows the same level of aggression when 

alone and when in a group of conspecifics) (Figure 1.3a; Réale et al. 2010). Often, several 

different types of behaviour (e.g., aggression, exploratory behaviour, and neophobia) are 

integrated to create an overall ‘personality’ score for each individual. Sometimes, studies focus 

on a single axis of personality (e.g., boldness) rather than an ‘all-encompassing’ measure of 
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personality, and such studies measure several behaviours that are assumed to reflect that 

particular personality trait (e.g., multiple behaviours that assess boldness).  

In addition to identifying ‘personality’ scores, personality studies often seek to describe 

‘behavioural syndromes’, which are sets of repeatable behaviours that are correlated across 

contexts or situations (e.g., animals that are aggressive may also be more likely to take risks, and 

this association holds true when the animals are placed in different environments or under 

different circumstances) (Figure 1.3b; Sih et al. 2004a). 

Despite the rising popularity of animal personality research, some drawbacks to this 

approach have recently been outlined and debated (Bell 2007; Réale et al. 2007; Uher 2011; 

Beekman and Jordan 2017a, b; Jungwirth et al. 2017). A common criticism of this research is the 

widespread use of vague and inconsistent terminology (Beekman and Jordan 2017a; Bell 2017). 

The term ‘personality’ itself is frequently misused; although personalities and behavioural 

syndromes are different phenomena, the two terms are frequently used interchangeably, leading 

to confusion around how behavioural data are analyzed and how results fit into the personality 

framework (Réale et al. 2010). These ambiguous terminologies that permeate the personality 

literature also apply to personality traits; for instance, ‘bold’, ‘aggressive’ or ‘exploratory’ 

personalities may be defined by a certain set of behaviours in one study, but by a different set of 

behaviours in another (Beekman and Jordan 2017a). These inconsistencies make comparisons of 

‘personalities’ across studies nearly impossible to achieve.  
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a)           b)  

Figure 1.3. a) Behaviour X is measured three times (represented by three symbols of each 
shape) in five individuals (represented by different-colours). Since Behaviour X is consistent 
within individuals, and differs among individuals, Behaviour X can be considered a personality 
trait. b) Behaviour X is positively correlated with Behaviour Y in five individuals, indicating that 
Behaviours X and Y are components of a behavioural syndrome. Adapted from Poulin 2013.  
 

Although the basis of all animal personality research is that individual differences in 

behaviour must be ‘highly repeatable’ in order for a behaviour to be incorporated into a 

personality score, there is no agreed-upon degree of repeatability that should be used to identify 

which behaviours are considered ‘highly repeatable’ (Sih and Bell 2008; Carter et al. 2013; 

Koski 2014). Thus, whether a trait can be described as part of an individual’s personality score 

varies across studies and is subject to each researcher’s discretion. Further, this method for 

selecting behaviours to include in the calculation of personality scores excludes the possibility 

that frequent fluctuations in behaviour (‘erraticism’) may be central to an individual’s basic 

nature. Several researchers (Paunonen and Ashton 2001; Paunonen et al. 2003; Ashton and Lee 

2007; de Vries et al. 2009; David et al. 2011) advocate for the measurement of multiple 

behavioural traits in each study to gain a comprehensive, ‘multi-dimensional’ view of an 

individual’s personality – but which, and how many, behaviours must be measured to capture 
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personality ‘accurately’ and usefully? How might these required behaviours differ across species 

and during the ontogeny of individuals? 

Others have argued that the concept of correlated traits (either correlations between 

behaviours and fitness traits, or between behaviours that belong to a behavioural syndrome) is 

problematic, as identifying these correlations does not necessarily reveal any interesting insights 

into the component behaviours (Beekman and Jordan 2017a). It has been proposed that a single 

trait, such as an individual’s basal metabolic rate, may drive variation in both behaviour and 

fitness among individuals (Biro and Stamps 2010). In such cases, identifying a link between a 

personality score and fitness does not necessarily reveal any new or interesting insights into the 

persistence of consistent differences in behaviour between individuals (Biro and Stamps 2010; 

Briffa et al. 2015). Further, behaviours may be correlated simply because they represent different 

methods for measuring the same underlying trait (Beekman and Jordan 2017a). Since it is 

beyond the scope of animal personality research to investigate the mechanisms that underlie 

correlated behaviours, the possibility that behaviours are correlated because they are different 

measurements of the same basic trait is largely ignored. 

Although the value of studying animal personalities is widely debated, the usefulness of 

the animal personality approach has not yet been tested directly in behavioural studies. The 

purpose of the present research is to replicate as closely as possible the procedures used in a 

previous behavioural study that used the personality framework to examine the relation between 

social dominance and general personality profiles in female zebras finches. While I have used 

the same approach, my study focuses on males. My goals were to (1) compare the insights that 

are gained from using the personality approach versus the traditional behavioural ecology 
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approach, and (2) compare the relation between behaviour and social dominance between male 

and female zebra finches. 

Natural history of zebra finches 
Zebra finches (family Estrildidae) are native to tropical and sub-tropical Australia and Southeast 

Asia (Figure 1.4) Though they tend to occur mainly in forests and grasslands close to water, they 

also inhabit regions that have suffered anthropological disturbance, such as deforested patches 

(Zann 1996). 

 

Figure 1.4. Range maps showing the distribution of zebra finches across most of Australia (left), 
as well as parts of Southeast Asia (right). From the Handbook of the Birds of the World Alive 
(2017).  

 

Wild zebra finches are flexible in their nesting behaviours and may nest in cavities, 

bushes, trees, on the ground, in the refuges of other animals (e.g., rabbits holes, other bird nests), 

and in human-built structures (Zann 1996). As opportunistic breeders, they begin nesting 

following a heavy rainfall, which can occur in any month of the year in their native range. Zebra 

finches are famously gregarious and group-living. They form socially monogamous pair bonds 
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that often last as long as both mates are alive, but at least as long as required for the pair to raise 

a clutch (Figure 1.5; Zann 1996).  

 

 
Figure 1.5. Zebra finches live and often forage in flocks of over 100 individuals. Photo from 
Time Magazine, by Graeme S. Chapman. 
 

First introduced into Europe in the late 19th century through the pet trade, zebra finches 

are now widely considered to be the best-suited birds for research in a laboratory setting as they 

breed readily in captivity at any time of year, and are easily cared for (Zann 1996). Zebra finches 

are readily available from pet suppliers and this accessibility, combined with an extensive body 

of literature describing their natural behaviours, makes them an ideal species in which to study 

the relationship between behaviour and social dominance. 
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Zebra finches in research  
The zebra finch has been recognized as a model organism in many areas of scientific research for 

over 50 years (Morris 1954; Griffith and Buchanan 2010). Since the first published experiments 

on this species in 1954 by Desmond Morris at Oxford University, the zebra finch has become 

established as one of the most-studied passerines in the world, second only to the great tit (Parus 

major) (Griffith and Buchanan 2010).  

Although the first study on captive zebra finches examined behaviour (Morris 1954), this 

bird rose to its current status as a model organism as a result of birdsong research. As of 2010, 

neuroscience has been the leading field for zebra finch research for 30+ years (Figure 1.6; 

Griffith and Buchanan 2010), and much of this research has focused on song learning and 

recognition. These studies have revealed insights into intra- and interspecies communication, 

social learning, brain development, and other complex processes that occur in birds and non-

avian species alike.  

 

 

Figure 1.6. The relative proportion of articles featuring zebra finches in different fields of 
research, as classified by Web of Science, between 1980 and 2010 (from Griffith and Buchanan 
2010). 
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The first major study of song in zebra finches was also one of the most influential 

(Nottebohm and Arnold 1976), revealing that four areas of the brain associated with singing 

behaviour are significantly larger in males compared to females (Figure 1.7). This study was the 

first to show such an extreme level of sexual dimorphism in the brain of a vertebrate. Zebra 

finches have continued to be a prominent study organism in song research and contributed to our 

knowledge of song development and recognition (Miller 1979; Sossinka and Böhner 1980), song 

learning (Clayton 1988; Eales 1985; Zann 1996), mate choice (Zann 1996; Campbell and Hauber 

2009; Birkhead 2010), and other song-related work (Hauber et al. 2010). 

 

 

Figure 1.7. The robust nucleus of the archistriatum (RA), a brain region that is associated with 
vocal behaviour, in a male (left) and female zebra finch (right). Photographs are from the right 
hemisphere of the brain in each sex. Male zebra finches have a single song type while females do 
not sing, and this behavioural difference is reflected in the large RA shown in males compared to 
females (from Nottebohm and Arnold 1976). 
 

The zebra finch has also become established as a useful organism for studying sexual 

selection, parental care, and personality, among other facets of behaviour. Since they have 
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sexually dimorphic plumage colours (Figure 1.8), these birds are popular for studying mate 

choice, with females generally preferring males with relatively redder beaks (Simons and 

Verhulst 2011), consistent with reports that red beaks act as a signal of quality in this species 

(Birkhead et al. 1998; Birkhead et al. 2006; Bolund et al. 2010). An early behavioural study in 

zebra finches showed that the colours of leg bands used for individual identification also play a 

role in the attractiveness of individuals, with males and females differing in their preferred leg 

band colours (Burley et al. 1982). More recently, it was discovered that although both sexes 

typically provide parental care for their offspring, chicks raised by a lone female receive a 

relatively greater parental investment when compared to offspring raised by two parents, when 

the number of offspring per parent was kept equal (Royle et al. 2002). 

 

 

Figure 1.8. Female (left) and male (right) zebra finches. Zebra finches are sexually dimorphic in 
their plumage colours; males have red beaks, chestnut-coloured cheek patches, chestnut stripes 
and white spots along the flank, black and white stripes on the neck, and a black band across the 
chest. Females, which have orange beaks, do not show any of these plumage markings. Photo 
from Ecological Society of America Website, by Patricia van Casteren.  
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Zebra finches have also contributed important knowledge to the study of sperm 

competition. Although they are socially monogamous, extra-pair copulations occur occasionally 

and have been shown to result in extra-pair paternity in captive zebra finches (at a 

disproportionate level of success, compared to within-pair copulations (Birkhead et al. 1988). 

The order in which different males mate with a single female also influences which male’s sperm 

will fertilize her eggs (Birkhead et al. 1988), and males that take a longer rest period between 

copulating with their own mates and participating in an extra-pair copulation have both better-

quality and more sperm in their ejaculates, and thus are more likely to successfully fertilize eggs 

compared to males that perform extra-pair copulation shortly after mating with their own mates 

(Birkhead et al. 1995). 

  

Animal personality research 
Unlike most animal traits, behaviour is often extremely flexible. While most behavioural 

research concentrates on how different individuals behave in certain contexts or situations, 

animal personality research focuses on how the same individual behaves in different contexts or 

situations (Bell 2012).  

There is growing evidence to suggest that many non-human species have definable 

personalities (Gosling and John 1999). The evolution of a definable personality may seem 

counterproductive, as animals that are flexible in their behaviours should be better equipped to 

cope with changing conditions and challenges compared to animals that are rigid in their 

behaviours (Coleman and Wilson 1998; Wilson 1998; Dall et al. 2004). However, it has been 

proposed that animal personalities are adaptive from a life-history perspective whereby 

individuals with high Residual Reproductive Value should avoid risky situations, while 
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individuals that expect to have low future fitness should be more likely to accept risk (Wolf et al. 

2007). As this hypothesis suggests that personalities are a reflection of the fitness prospects of 

each individual, it provides an explanation for the evolution of different personalities within 

populations, and why among-individual variation in personalities is maintained (Wolf et al. 

2007).  

Birds have become a popular study organism for animal personality research because 

their behaviours can be studied with relative ease in both natural and laboratory settings. 

Typically, some combination of aggression, activity, exploration, neophobia, and risk-taking 

behaviours are measured to assess and quantify personalities, and then the personality trait is 

linked to a trait of interest (usually one linked to fitness) (Figure 1.9). As highly social animals, 

zebra finches are interesting subjects for personality studies because they might be expected to 

show different behaviours in social versus non-social situations. 

 

Figure 1.9. The relationship between personality synthetic value (i.e., ‘personality score’) and 
social dominance in female zebra finches. Individuals showing a high level of activity, a 
tendency to explore, neophobia, and risk aversion tend to be dominant over individuals showing 
a low level of activity, reluctance to explore, neophilia, and willingness to take risks, when 
dominance is measured as the amount of time spent feeding (from David et al. 2011).  
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It has been shown, for example, that offspring fostered by parents with similar 

personalities (i.e., parents that share the same behavioural traits that are constant across contexts) 

tend to have higher fitness than offspring fostered by parents with dissimilar personalities 

(Schuett et al. 2011). The proposed explanation is that parents that share similar personalities 

may experience less sexual conflict with respect to parental investment, compared to parents 

with different personalities (Schuett et al. 2011). Schuett and Dall (2009) found that wild male 

zebra finches are more consistent in their exploratory behaviours across social and asocial 

contexts when compared to wild females, while McCowan et al. (2015) found that although 

exploration and sociality are repeatable in wild zebra finches, neither is associated with 

reproductive success.  

In their study of personality and social dominance in female zebra finches, David et al. 

(2011) measured activity, exploration, neophobia, obstinacy, and risk-taking behaviour twice for 

each individual, and found that all traits except obstinacy were inter-correlated and part of a 

behavioural syndrome. They found that individuals that show a high level of activity, a tendency 

to explore, neophobia, and risk aversion tend to be dominant when in a group (Figure 1.9; David 

et al. 2011). This is the study that I chose to replicate. 

Social dominance research 
Social dominance is a widespread phenomenon in the animal kingdom and has been reported in a 

diversity of taxa such as birds (Lahti 1998), wolves (Sands and Creel 2004), insects (Tsuji and 

Tsuji 2005), dairy cattle (Beilharz and Zeeb 1982), humans (Hawley 2014). Despite the research 

interest, there is currently no universal method to describe dominance relationships within 

populations (Drews 1993). This ambiguity can be attributed to the fact that dominance manifests 

in different ways depending on the species, can be measured in different ways, and describes 
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group dynamics rather than the properties of individuals (Drews 1993). However, in general 

terms, dominance can be described as the ability of one animal to influence (usually impede) the 

behaviour of another (Beilharz and Zeeb 1982). 

Dominance hierarchies are rankings formed within groups of social animals when 

interacting over limited resources that are essential for survival or reproduction (Emery 2006; 

Paz-y-Miño-C et al. 2004). In natural populations, animals will always experience some 

competition with conspecifics for resources. By establishing a dominance hierarchy, individuals 

can minimize conflict with other members of the same group and therefore limit the number of 

costly interactions (Paz-y-Miño-C et al. 2004).  

Often, a high dominance ranking is positively correlated with fitness, since dominant 

individuals usually either win competitive interactions with subordinates, or are not challenged 

by subordinates (Ellis 1995; Koivula et al. 1996; Mennill et al. 2004). The ability of dominant 

individuals to compete more effectively than subordinates often translates into benefits like 

better-quality territories, more breeding opportunities, and prolonged survival compared to 

subordinate individuals (Arcese and Smith 1985; Sapolsky 2005; Hawley et al. 2007; Napper et 

al. 2013). However, the relationship between dominance and fitness in social species is not 

always straightforward (Creel et al. 2013). For instance, in African wild dogs (Lycaon pictus) 

and dwarf mongooses (Helogale parvula), only the most dominant males and females are 

guaranteed to mate but dominant individuals tend to participate in more aggressive conflicts 

compared to subordinates. Higher glucocorticoid levels are often observed in the dominant 

individuals, suggesting that the fitness benefit that is gained from breeding may be somewhat 

offset by fitness costs associated with fighting (Creel et al. 1996; Creel et al. 1997).  
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Establishment of dominance hierarchies in groups of zebra finches has been documented 

in both wild (Zann 1996) and captive (Bonoan et al. 2013) populations. Similar to other social 

animals, dominance hierarchies typically arise within zebra finch populations under stressful 

conditions (e.g., when food is limiting) and individuals need to compete for access to food 

(Bonoan et al. 2013). These dominance hierarchies are characterized by agonistic interactions 

among individuals characterized by displacements, chases, and physical attacks (Rowell 1974; 

Drews 1993). Individuals that consistently win agonistic interactions are considered to be 

dominant, while individuals that consistently lose these contests are considered to be subordinate 

(Drews 1993). While hierarchies in the wild have been described as fluid (i.e., the ranks of 

individuals change over time as a function of sex, age, reproductive status or social network; 

Zann 1996), a recent study suggests that dominance relationships among captive zebra finches 

may be more stable (Bonoan 2013). Dominance hierarchies in zebra finches are described as 

linear, or ‘peck-orders’ (Evans 1970), and may be transitive or intransitive (cyclic) (Figure 1.10; 

Appleby 1983; Chase 1980). Additionally, there is evidence to suggest that like other social 

animals, zebra finches are able to infer their position in a dominance hierarchy, to recognize 

other members of the population, and to remember past interactions with conspecifics (Paz-y-

Miño-C et al. 2004; Maclean et al. 2008; Bonoan et al. 2013).  
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Figure 1.10. In a transitive hierarchy among three individuals (A, B and C), A dominates B and 
C, B dominates C only, and C does not dominate any individual. In a cyclic hierarchy, A 
dominates B, B dominates C, and C dominates A (from Devost et al. 2016). 
 

In their investigation of the relationship between personality and social dominance, David 

et al. (2011) provided captive female zebra finches with a limited food source to create a 

competitive environment. In nature, competition for food is a common challenge faced by zebra 

finches (Zann 1996), and net energy gain from foraging is positively correlated with fitness in 

this species (Lemon 1991). Combined, these previous efforts to understand behaviour and its 

implications for fitness in zebra finches provide a solid foundation for studying consistent 

individual differences in behaviour from an adaptive perspective. 

    

Thesis Outline 
In this thesis, I replicate the methods used in a study of female zebra finch personalities (David et 

al. 2011), focusing instead on males. I analyze the relationship between behaviour and social 

dominance in males using both a traditional behavioural ecology approach and their personality 

approach. Using this design, I sought  to compare the association between behaviour and social 

dominance in male and female captive zebra finches, and to determine whether a personality 
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approach contributes any meaningful information about these associations that are not revealed 

using a behavioural ecology approach. As the individuals tested in my study belong to a captive, 

domesticated population of zebra finches, the results of this study do not necessarily extend to 

wild zebra finches and the fitness consequences of behaviours in those populations. As captive 

zebra finches are the focal species for a wide variety of research questions, understanding the 

behaviours that contribute to fitness in these captive populations addresses a clear gap in 

knowledge. In this thesis, I identify behaviours (and, subsequently, personality scores) that are 

associated with social dominance in captive males zebra finches, and offer insight into the link 

between behaviour and fitness in captive birds.         
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CHAPTER 2. Methods  

Study birds 
I obtained 18 male zebra finches from pet stores (Finaddicts and PetSmart) in Kingston, Ontario, 

Canada. These birds had recently been acquired from a supplier in Quebec and were younger 

than six months old. Though my objective was to closely match the design of the study by David 

et al. (2011), a power analysis based on their findings revealed that a sample size of 70-100 

individuals would be needed to obtain significant results for the same patterns described in that 

study (P<0.05). Given restrictions relating to Animal Care protocols at Queen’s University, I was 

unable to test such a large number of birds. With that restriction, statistical comparisons with 

results of David et al. (2011) were unlikely to reveal significant differences. My goal, therefore, 

was to compare qualitatively the directions and magnitudes of effects between males and 

females, as a first step in evaluating the generality of their findings. 

All males were fitted with a plastic colour band on each leg to allow for individual 

identification. There was also some variation in the body plumage of males used in this study; 

thirteen males had ‘grey’, four had ‘buffy’, and one had ‘light grey’ body plumage that 

facilitated individual identification on video recordings.  

 
 

Testing facilities  
All experiments were conducted in the Animal Care Facility at Queen’s University, Kingston, 

Canada. Two rooms were used for this study: one where the birds were housed (the ‘holding 

room’), and an adjacent room where most of the experiments were conducted in a variety of 

experimental enclosures (the ‘testing room’). The rooms were separated by a concrete wall and 
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were thus acoustically and visually isolated from each other. Both rooms were maintained at 

~24ºC with a 12:12 h light:dark cycle (0700–1900 local time). I set an additional light (8W LED 

bulb in a lamp 5 m from the cages) to turn on from 0630–0730 and 1830–1930 to simulate dawn 

and dusk before and after the room lights were on, respectively. 

In the holding room, males were housed in cages, in groups of six. Each wire ‘home 

cage’ (46 cm × 46 cm and 46 cm) was outfitted with one plastic vertical feeder in the upper 

section, one plastic food cup on the floor, and two metal water dishes in the middle section. Birds 

were fed Hagen Finch SeedTM, with two sprigs of Brown’s Tropical Carnival Natural Spray 

MilletTM provided in each cage on three days per week. Seeds and water were replenished daily. 

Each cage was equipped with three wooden perches in each of the upper, middle, and lower 

sections, two KayteeTM bamboo finch nests in the upper section, and pine litter and timothy hay 

on the floor. The birds used the hay as nesting material. I checked each bird daily to monitor its 

health and condition. All birds maintained good health status for the duration of the study. 

 

Social dominance and behavioural experiments  
This study was modelled after David et al. (2011), with the following modifications: (1) I used a 

structured timeline (Table 2.1; Figure 2.1) to make the testing process more efficient, and (2) I 

analyzed both general personality and specific behavioural traits in relation to social dominance 

to assess the potential value of using an ‘animal personality’ approach.  

In contrast to David et al. (2011), I housed the males in groups of six, rather than 

individually. Zebra finches are highly social, so housing birds in separate cages causes undue 

stress that might influence their behaviours and social dominance relations (Hogan and Abel 

1971; Rajecki et al. 1977). Additionally, in other species such as mice, rats, goats, and monkeys, 
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the presence of conspecifics has been shown to limit the negative effects of experimentally-

induced stress (House et al. 1988; Seeman and McEwen 1996).  

David et al. (2011) measured social dominance by placing birds together in a single cage, 

in groups of six, and observing within-group interactions (i.e., chases, pecks, and displacements) 

and food monopolization behaviours (i.e., access order to the feeder, time spent on the feeder, 

and number of visits to the feeder). The females were placed together in the communal cage 10 

days before social dominance was measured to allow them to form a dominance hierarchy. I 

assessed social dominance at the beginning and end of each experimental trial, in contrast to 

measuring social dominance twice, on consecutive days, for each group as David et al. did, to 

determine whether the dominance hierarchy that was present the beginning of a trial changed 

over the course of the trial (Evans 1970).  

 

Measurement of social dominance 
Social dominance was measured four times for each group of birds: at the beginnings and ends of 

experimental trials 1 and 2. To measure social dominance from video recordings, I collected data 

related to aggression and monopolization of the food source. To assess aggression, I determined 

the total number of displacements from the feeder in 2 h, the number of chases in the first 30 

min, and the number of physical attacks between birds during 5 min, beginning at 17.5 min from 

the beginning of the trial. After viewing several 2-h trials, I chose 17.5 min as the starting point 

because in most trials, physical attacks were frequent enough during this period for sufficient 

data to be collected. I recorded the identities of all birds involved in interactions and whether 

they were the instigator or the recipient of these acts.  
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From the above data, I calculated David’s Scores (DS) and Dominance Ranks (DR), two 

established measures of social dominance in behavioural studies (David 1987; de Vries 1998; 

Gammell et al. 2003). DS was calculated for each individual within each trial using the 

procedure proposed by Gammell et al. (2003), with corrections for chance occurrences of 

outcomes (see de Vries 1998; de Vries et al. 2006). 

To calculate DS, I first summed the number of displacements, chases, and physical 

attacks between male dyads to determine the total number of aggressive interactions between 

dyads. I then applied the following formula (de Vries 1998; de Vries et al. 2006):  

Dij = sij /nij – { (sij  / nij – 0.5) / (nij + 1) } 

where Dij is the dyadic dominance index that describes the overall outcome of aggressive 

interactions between males i and j; sij is the number of times male i won (i.e., displaced, chased, 

or physically attacked) an interaction with male j; and nij is the number of agonistic interactions 

(i.e., the sum of all displacements, chases, and physical attacks) between males i and j (de Vries 

et al. 2006). Male dyads that did not interact at all were assigned Dij = 0.  

Following Gammell et al. (2003), I then calculated: DS = w + w2 – l – l2  

where w is the sum of male i’s Dij values; w2 is calculated by multiplying each w value with its 

corresponding Dij value, and summing the resulting values; l is the sum of male i’s Dji values 

(i.e., the total number of times male i was displaced, chased, or physically attacked by male j); 

and l2 is is calculated by multiplying each l value with its corresponding Dij value, and summing 

the resulting values (de Vries 1998). A sample calculation of DS for a focal male is provided in 

Appendix A.  

Dyadic dominance index (Dij) was used in DS calculations instead of the observed dyadic 

proportion of wins (Pij, which is equal to sij /nij) because Pij assumes that all aggressive 
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interactions between individuals are independent of one another, but in reality this assumption is 

likely not satisfied (Gammell et al. 2003; Devost et al. 2016). DR, which is represented by 

integers ranging from 1-6, reflects DS in rank order from most dominant to most subordinate 

(i.e., highest DS corresponds to DR = 1, lowest DS corresponds to DR = 6). 

To evaluate monopolization of the food source, I measured the same behaviours assessed 

for females by David et al. (2011): access order, latency to visit feeder (s), number of feeder 

visits, and the amount of time perched on feeder (s). David et al. (2011) assumed that dominant 

birds would visit the feeder earlier, visit the feeder more frequently, and spend more time 

perched on the feeder compared to subordinate birds. 

I chose to use DS and DR as measures of social dominance because they account for both 

aggressive behaviour and some aspects of food monopolization (i.e., displacement of birds from 

the feeder). I believe that the assumptions made by David et al. (2011) about the associations 

between their chosen social dominance measures and the actual dominance hierarchy may be 

flawed (e.g., if subordinate birds spent the most time at the feeder because dominant birds were 

preoccupied with chasing one another) and address this further in Chapter 4. Discussion.   

 

Measurement of behavioural traits 
I begin by describing the behaviours that were measured in each trial. Following this section are 

descriptions of the testing sequence that was followed, and conditions and locations of each trial.  
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Social activity 
I counted the no. of social hops (the number of times each male hopped while in a group) and no. 

of social flights (the number of times each male flew while in a group) during the first 15 min of 

the social dominance tests at the beginning of each experimental trial. Although David et al. 

(2011) measured activity in a solitary context only, I argue that it is important to measure these 

behaviours in a social context as well since zebra finches are naturally social animals.  

To measure activity, David et al. (2011) observed each female for 10 min and assigned 

her a score of 1 for each movement made between perches (or an equivalent distance) in each 5 s 

interval (i.e., individuals could score up to 120 in a 10 min trial). Under this criterion, a bird that 

hopped in place 100 times in 10 min would be considered to show the same level of activity as a 

bird that did not move at all for the duration of the trial, and I chose to record all hops and flights 

in a 15 min period to avoid this incongruity. 

 

Social obstinacy 
To measure social capture time (s; the time required to capture each bird while in a group), I 

reached into the home cage and captured the focal male in my hand. I then placed him under a 

small net inside the home cage, and recorded the no. of social escape attempts (the number of 

times he hopped or attempted to escape in 30 s, while in a group). Finally, I placed the focal male 

in a white cloth bird bag, hung the bag on a clothesline, and recorded the no. of social squirms 

(the number of times he squirmed in 1 min, while the other five birds in his group were present 

in the room). In contrast, David et al. (2011) measured the time required to capture and the 

number of escape attempts of birds, alone, in their respective home cages. I chose to conduct this 

kind of experiment in a social context since birds may be more likely to exhibit their ‘natural’ 
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behaviour under this condition. I added the squirm test to my protocol because a variation of this 

test is used in personality studies on mammals (Martin and Réale 2008; Taylor et al. 2012) and 

previous work on Golden-crowned Sparrows (Zonotrichia atricapilla) suggests that it is a useful 

measure of avian behaviour as well (Bruce Lyon, personal communication). 

  

Solitary activity 
I counted the no. of solitary hops (the number of times each male hopped while alone) and no. of 

solitary flights (the number of times each male flew while alone), in a 15 min period.  

 

Neophobia  
Consistent with David et al. (2011), I assessed neophobia for each bird in response to a novel 

object. At the beginning of the neophobia trial, I entered the testing room and tapped the ceiling 

of the cage to mimic the action of hanging up an object. I then placed an empty plastic vertical 

feeder on one wall of the cage, 15 cm from the perch in the upper section of the cage. I returned 

to the holding room and recorded the focal male’s ‘baseline’ behaviour for 15 min; I measured 

the latency of the male to perch 15 cm from the feeder (on the upper perch) and on the feeder, 

the amount of time he spent perched 15 cm from the feeder and on the feeder, and the number of 

visits he made to the perch 15 cm from the feeder and to the feeder. 

I then returned to the testing room, removed the empty vertical feeder and replaced it, 

fully stocked with seeds, and hung a novel object from the ceiling of the cage (10 cm above the 

feeder). The focal male was presented with a different novel object (either a small black and 

white cloth bag or a pink pen) in trials 1 and 2, and the order of object presentation was 

randomized for each male. From the holding room, I recorded the focal male’s latency to perch 
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both 15 cm from the feeder (on the upper perch) and on the feeder, the amount of time he spent 

perched both 15 cm from the feeder and on the feeder, and the number of visits he made to the 

perch both 15 cm from the feeder and to the feeder. To measure the neophobic response of each 

male, I subtracted the ‘baseline’ results from the results obtained when birds were exposed to a 

novel object to obtain ‘net’ values (‘net latency to perch near feeder (s)’, ‘net latency to perch on 

feeder (s)’, ‘net time near feeder (s)’, ‘net time on feeder (s)’, ‘net no. of visits near feeder’, and 

‘net no. of visits to feeder’). Males who never visited the feeder or the perch 15 cm from the 

feeder in 15 min were assigned values of 901 s for latencies to visit these locations.  

  

Exploratory behaviour  
I measured several behaviours related to exploratory tendencies following a similar method to 

the one used by David et al. (2011). I recorded the focal male’s latency to enter enclosure (s; the 

latency to willingly enter the experimental enclosure), latency to visit all trees (s; the latency to 

visit all five model trees), no. of trees visited (the number of different trees he visited in 1 h), no. 

of movements between trees (the number of times he moved between trees), and no. of 

movements between perches (the number of times he moved between perches). Males who did 

not enter the enclosure willingly after 10 min were assigned a value of 601 s for latency to enter 

enclosure.  

  

Risk-taking behaviour 
I recorded the focal male’s latency to resume feeding (s; the time required for the male to feed 

from the feeder again after disturbance, up to 10 min). Males who did not feed from the feeder 

within 10 min of disturbance were assigned a value of 601 s for latency to resume feeding.  
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 Solitary obstinacy 

Following the same protocol as for social obstinacy, I measured (1) solitary capture time (s; the 

time required to capture each male while alone), (2) no. of solitary escape attempts (the number 

of times he hopped or attempted to escape in 30 s, while alone), and (3) no. of solitary squirms 

(the number of squirms in 1 min, while alone).  

 

Table 2.1. Testing schedule for 18 male zebra finches, divided into three groups of six birds. 
Each bird is represented by a unique ID number (1-18). Each testing period (trial) lasted 11 days. 
 

Trial start dates Group Males’ IDs Trial No. 

8 January 1 1-6 1 

22 January 1 1-6 2 

5 February  2 7-12 1 

19 February 2 7-12 2 

5 March 3 13-18 1 

19 March 3 13-18 2 

 

Each bird completed the following stages of testing (Figure 2.1): 

Trial 1 

(1)  Pre-test holding for 10 days before beginning trial 1.  

(2)  First social dominance test (start of trial 1). 

(3)  Behavioural experiments (trial 1): 
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(a)  Social activity (no. of social hops, no. of social flights), 

(b)  Social obstinacy (social capture time (s), no. of social escape attempts, no. of 

social squirms), 

(c)  Solitary activity (no. of solitary hops, no. of solitary flights), 

(d)  Neophobia (net latency to perch near feeder (s), net latency to perch on feeder (s), 

net time near feeder (s), net time on feeder (s), net no. of visits near feeder, and 

net no. of visits to feeder), 

(e)  Exploratory behaviour (latency to enter enclosure (s), latency to visit all trees (s), 

no. of trees visited, no. of movements between trees, and no. of movements 

between perches), 

(f)   Risk-taking behaviour (latency to resume feeding (s)). 

(4)  Second social dominance test (end of trial 1). 

(5)  Behavioural experiments (trial 1): 

(a)  Solitary obstinacy (solitary capture time (s), no. of solitary escape attempts, no. of 

solitary squirms). 

 

Trial 2 

(6)  Same schedule as for Trial 1, beginning 4 days after Trial 1 ended. 
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Figure 2.1. Sequence of testing male zebra finches in two sets of experimental tests. 
Experimental tests in the same red box (e.g. social dominance and social activity) were carried 
out on the same day.  
 

 

Testing locations 
Experiments marked with an asterisk (*) in Figure 2.1 took place in the holding room and 

unmarked experiments took place in the adjacent testing room). All experiments were video-

recorded using a Canon VIXIA HF R700 Full HD Camcorder, mounted on a tripod. Experiments 

were recorded on ‘Sports’ mode, which increased the clarity of fast-moving objects (i.e., birds); 

this allowed me to clearly identify birds based on their colour bands and body plumage colour. 
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Both the holding and testing rooms were illuminated with overhead fluorescent lighting during 

experiments. 

 

Apparatuses and testing conditions 
The six males in each experimental group were placed together in a home cage 10 days before 

trial 1 began to allow them to form a reasonably stable dominance hierarchy (David et al. 2011; 

Bonoan et al. 2013). Other than daily replacement of food and water, the birds were not 

disturbed and were not handled during this 10-day acclimation period. 

The social dominance and social activity tests experiments were conducted 

simultaneously in the home cage of each group (Figure 2.2), in the holding room, to avoid the 

behavioural anomalies associated with moving birds to an unfamiliar environment (Hogan and 

Abel 1971). One hour prior to the beginning of a trial for a group of males, I transferred all of the 

other males to the other room, where they could not be seen or heard by the test birds. I then 

removed all food from the cage of the test males to motivate them to feed during the trial. At the 

beginning of the trial, I placed a single plastic vertical feeder with seeds on one wall of the cage 

then left the room while the males’ behaviours were video-recorded for 2 h. The using a video 

camera mounted on a tripod 1 m away from the cage.  
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Figure 2.2. Test environment for social dominance and social activity trials. Experiments took 
place in a wire cage (46 cm × 46 cm and 46 cm) in the holding room. 
 

The social obstinacy tests were conducted in the home cage (Figure 2.3). One hour prior 

to the beginning of the test, I removed all food from the cage. I then ran the following tests to 

determine (1) social capture time for as long as needed to capture all of the birds, (2) social no. 

of escape attempts for 30 s, and (3) social no. of squirms for 1 min. 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3. Test environment for social obstinacy trials. Experiments took place in a wire cage 
(46 cm × 46 cm and 46 cm) in the holding room. 
 

Solitary activity and neophobia tests were conducted sequentially with individual males 

immediately after the social obstinacy tests, in a wire cage (46 cm × 46 cm and 92 cm) outfitted 
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with three wooden perches in each of the upper, middle, and bottom sections of the cage (Figure 

2.4). A metal dish with water, but no food, was available in the cage. The focal male was given 

15 min to acclimate to the cage to account for the possibility that the disturbance of being placed 

in a novel environment could influence the bird’s behaviour. Social activity tests ran for 15 min, 

followed immediately by neophobia tests for 30 min. I left the room for these tests, and the focal 

male’s behaviours were video-recorded from 1 m away from the cage. I watched the 

experiments, live, on a monitor in the adjacent room. 

 

 

Figure 2.4. Test environment for solitary activity and neophobia trials. Experiments took place 
in a wire cage (46 cm × 46 cm and 92 cm) in the testing room. 
 

The exploratory behaviour tests were conducted in a large enclosure (1.5 m × 1.5 m and 

91 cm) with black, opaque, foam board walls and a screen roof, and five model ‘trees’ in the 

centre and four corners, but with no food or water provided (Figure 2.5). Each ‘tree’ was made of 

wood and had four perches. One hour prior to the beginning of the test I removed all food from 

the cage. At the beginning of this test, I captured the focal bird in his home cage in the holding 

room and transferred him to a shoe box, painted black on the inside, with an opening at one end. 

I covered the open end with cardboard so that the bird could not escape and transferred him to 
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the adjacent testing room. At the beginning of the test, I aligned the shoe box with an open flap 

in the enclosure and removed the cardboard, allowing the bird to fly into the enclosure. The bird 

was given 10 min to enter the enclosure willingly; if he remained in the shoe box after 10 min, I 

released him into the enclosure by hand. I watched the bird’s behaviour for 1 h, live, on a 

monitor, from the adjacent room and video recorded his behaviour on a camera mounted 2 m 

above the roof of the enclosure. 

 

 

Figure 2.5. Test environment for exploratory behaviour trials. Experiments took place in a foam 
board enclosure with a screen roof (1.5 m × 1.5 m and 92 cm) in the testing room. 
 

The risk-taking behaviour tests were conducted immediately after the exploratory 

behaviour tests, in a wire cage (46 cm × 46 cm and 92 cm) outfitted with a wooden perch in the 

lower section of the cage (Figure 2.6). The cage was equipped with a circular feeder with a 

plastic rod in the centre that could be raised and lowered via remote control. I filled the feeder 

with seeds before placing the focal male inside the cage, and lowered the plastic bar beneath the 

level of the seeds so that it was invisible from all angles. I observed the bird’s behaviour from a 

monitor in the holding room, and when he fed, I startled him off the feeder by raising the plastic 

rod.  
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Figure 2.6. Test environment for risk-taking behaviour trials. Experiments took place in a wire 
cage (46 cm × 46 cm and 92 cm) in the testing room. 
 
 

The solitary obstinacy tests were conducted in a wire cage (46 cm × 46 cm and 46 cm) 

with pine litter and timothy hay on the floor, two metal water dishes in the middle section, two 

KayteeTM bamboo finch nests in the upper section, and three wooden perches in each of the 

upper, middle, and lower sections of the cage, to mimic the environment of the home cage 

(Figure 2.7). One hour prior to the beginning of a test, I removed all food from the cage to match 

the food-deprivation conditions of the social obstinacy tests. Fifteen min before the beginning of 

the test, I placed the focal male inside the test cage to allow him to acclimate to the novel 

environment and measured solitary capture time as long as needed, (2) the no. of escape attempts 

for 30 s and (3) the no. of squirms for 1 min.  

 

Figure 2.7. Test environment for solitary obstinacy trials. Experiments took place in a wire cage 
(46 cm × 46 cm and 46 cm) in the holding room. 
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Statistical Analysis 
I performed all statistical analyses in R (v.3.3.2; R Core Team 2017) and provide both the code 

and package details in Appendix B. 

I used Cronbach’s alpha to estimate the reliability of social dominance (measured by DS 

and DR) across the four social dominance tests (Wray et al. 2011). Cronbach’s alpha provides an 

estimate of the internal consistency of a measurement, and thereby indicates how reliably 

multiple evaluations of a behavioural trait measure the same underlying trait (Cronbach 1951). 

Cronbach’s alpha ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates complete inconsistency between tests 

and 1 represents perfect internal consistency. There is currently no universal criterion for 

Cronbach’s alpha that indicates that a measurement can be considered reasonably reliable 

(Santos 1999), so I applied the statistical convention that effect sizes > 0.8 are considered to be 

large, effect sizes between 0.5-0.8 are considered to be medium, and effect sizes between 0.2-0.5 

are considered to be small (Cohen 1992). 

 

Analysis of individual traits 
I calculated Spearman correlations (rS) to determine the strengths of associations (1) between 

social dominance measures related to the monopolization of food (access order to the feeder, 

latency to visit the feeder number of visits to the feeder, and time spent perched on the feeder, 

and (2) between the social  scores (DS and DR) and behavioural variables. Following the 

convention for effect sizes mentioned above, rS > 0.8 indicates strong association, 0.5 < rS < 0.8 

indicates moderate associations, and 0.2 < rS < 0.5 indicates weak associations between variables 

(Cohen 1992). I used one-tailed tests when assessing correlations where the same sign as found 

by David et al. (2011) was expected. I did not Bonferroni-correct P-values when making multiple 
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comparisons because recent work has suggested that such corrections may be too conservative, 

especially in exploratory studies like this one (Nakagawa 2004). In some cases, I use 95%CLs to 

assess the reliability of inferences, on the assumption that estimates are significantly different 

from zero if the 95%CL does not include zero. Because of these statistical assumptions, this 

study should be considered to be exploratory rather than confirmatory and the P-values to be 

estimates at best. 

To evaluate the ability of behavioural traits to predict social dominance, I created linear 

models with either DS or DR dominance scores as the response variable, creating separate 

models for each of the four dominance testing periods (i.e., at the beginning and end of trials 1 

and 2). All predictors were standardized in these models so that the magnitudes of effects could 

be compared on the same scale. The predictors for each model were the behavioural traits that 

showed at least weak correlations (rS ≥ 0.2) with the social dominance indices (DR and DS) 

calculated for the tests at the beginning and end of that trial. These models were simplified using 

the information theoretic (IT) approach (Burnham and Anderson 2002) to identify the best-fitting 

models (delta AICc = 0). ‘Combined models’ were then created to predict social dominance for 

each dominance test, using the predictors that were included in the best-fitting models at both the 

start and the end of each trial. I thus created the ‘combined models’ using the same set of 

predictors for each trial so that the magnitude of effect of each predictor could be readily 

compared between models. 

Analysis of personality 
For the assessment of personalities, I followed the procedures in David et al. (2011). Thus I  

calculated repeatability (R) for each behavioural trait using the method of Lessells and Boag 

(1987). This measure is the ‘agreement repeatability’ of Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2010) and 
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estimates the degree of similarity between two measurements of the same behavioural trait 

measured more than once for each individual. A different measure of repeatability, that 

Nakagawa and Schielzeth (2010) called ‘consistency repeatability’, takes into account the 

repeatability of behaviours relative to the mean value of that trait across all individuals 

measured. Consistency repeatability is arguably more useful for measuring the repeatability of 

behaviours where the mean value might vary between trials due to uncontrolled difference in 

environment or motivation 

For repeatability calculations, I determined whether behavioural variables fit Gaussian or 

Poisson distributions and then applied the appropriate model structure using the rptR package in 

R, and correcting for overdispersion when necessary. 

David et al. (2011) combined what they called ‘highly repeatable’ behaviours (which 

they defined as those with significant agreement repeatability P < 0.05)  in a Principal 

Components Analysis. Thus, I considered all behaviours with agreement R whose confidence 

intervals did not overlap 0 to be ‘highly repeatable’ and included these behaviours in personality 

analyses. I used agreement R, and not consistency R, to determine which traits to use in 

personality analyses because this is conventional in personality research (Budaev 2010; David et 

al. 2011); however, agreement and consistency R were similar in this study and yielded very 

similar results. David et al. (2011) called scores on the first principal component (PC1) 

‘personality synthetic values’, as a measure of each female’s personality score.  

Following David et al. (2011), I combined all ‘highly repeatable’ behaviours in a 

Principal Components Analysis to create a personality score for male zebra finches, using both 

PC1 and PC2 as separate measures of personality. PC2, by definition did not explain as much 

variation in behavioural traits as PC1, but it allows an assessment of personality on traits 
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orthogonal to those in PC1. PC scores were calculated from standardized behavioural traits 

because those traits were measured in different units.   
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CHAPTER 3. Results 

Behavioural traits 
Some of the measured behavioural traits were consistent (i.e. varied little) within individual male 

zebra finches when assessed at different times in certain contexts and testing periods, while 

others were not. For example, the number of times each male hopped while in a cage with five 

other males was quite variable across individuals, but varied little for each male from trial 1 to 

trial 2 (Figure 3.1). Likewise, the amount of time it took me to capture a male when he was alone 

in a cage, and the net time a male spent near the feeder, were variable among males, but 

consistent for each male in both trials (Figure 3.1).  

 

 

Figure 3.1. The number of social hops, solitary capture time, and net time spent near the feeder 
by 18 male zebra finches in two trials, T1 and T2. Each male is represented by the same unique 
line colour in each graph; lines are jittered horizontally to improve readability.  
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In contrast, there was almost no among-individual variation in their latency to visit all the 

trees in the trial enclosure with very few males visiting all five trees in any trial (Figure 3.2). 

Also, several traits measured while males were alone in the trial enclosure (e.g., number of hops, 

flights, escape attempts and squirms) were almost invariant because the birds were relatively 

inactive when they were isolated from other birds. Similarly, the net latency to perch near the 

feeder appears to offer very little useful information, since all of the birds that had a latency of 0 

s were already perched on the feeder when the trial began, and may have left immediately after 

the novel object was placed in the cage (Figure 3.2).  

In general, males behaved very differently when they were in a group with five other 

males compared to when they were alone. Thus, birds hopped, flew, squirmed, and attempted to 

escape many more times when they were in a group (Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.2 continues on next page 
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Figure 3.2 continues on next page 
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Figure 3.2. The distributions of different behavioural traits across 18 male zebra finches 
measured in two experimental trials, T1 and T2. Horizontal white lines across the ‘0 bin’ 
indicates the number of males that obtained a value of 0 for a given behavioural trait. 
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Social dominance 
In general, each male’s position in the dominance hierarchy—among the five other males it was 

housed with—varied somewhat across the four periods of assessment (Figure 3.3). Of the 18 

males tested, only one maintained the same dominance rank (DR=4) across all four dominance 

tests. Nine males maintained a dominance rank within two positions, and two males held both 

the lowest and highest dominance rankings in their respective groups at some point over the four 

tests.  

When social dominance was measured by David’s Score (DS), the results were similar, 

with some males having fairly stable DS over all four trials, while the DS of other males 

fluctuated quite dramatically (Figure 3.3). No bird maintained the same DS across all four trials.  

 

Figure 3.3. Social dominance measured by Dominance Rank, DR (top) and David’s Score, DS 
(bottom) of 18 male zebra finches in four dominance trials. Each male is represented by the same 
unique line colour in both panels; lines are jittered horizontally to improve readability. 

 

The steepness of dominance hierarchies was fairly consistent across the four dominance 

tests, although the hierarchies measured at the ends of trials 1 and 2 were steeper than those at 

the beginnings of those trials (Figure 3.4). This suggests that at the end of each experimental 
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trial, males with consecutive dominance ranks were separated from one another by a greater 

number of competitive interactions won, when compared to dominance ranks measured at the 

beginning of each trial.  

 

Figure 3.4. Steepness of social dominance hierarchies formed by 18 male zebra finches in four 
separate dominance trials (T1 Start, T1 End, T2 Start, T2 End). Steepness is measured as the 
slope of the regression between Dominance Rank (DR) and David’s Score (DS).  
 

The largest difference between dominance ranks and scores was between the test at the 

beginning of experimental trial 1 and the test at the beginning of trial 2 (Table 3.1). The relative 

inconsistency in social dominance of individual males between these two assessment periods 

when measured by David’s Score (α = 0.40) or Dominance Rank (α = 0.02) may have been due 

to a difference in the level of disturbance before each trial began. Ten days prior to the beginning 

of trial 1, birds were housed in groups of six, had ad libitum access to food and water, and were 

relatively undisturbed until the trial began. Before beginning trial 2, on the other hand, birds 

were still housed in their original groups of six, but had already experienced two weeks of testing 

during trial 1, including occasional handling, isolation, and food deprivation. It is also possible 

that the 10-day acclimation period prior to the beginning of trial 1 was not long enough for birds 

to establish a stable dominance hierarchy, and that this hierarchy changed over the two-week 
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period between the beginning of the two trials. In contrast, individual males remained highly 

consistent in their social dominance between the end of trial 1 and the end of trial 2 (also a span 

of two weeks), measured either by David’s Scores (α = 0.85) or Dominance Ranks (α = 0.72) 

(Table 3.1).  

When measured by David’s Scores, dominance was most consistent between tests made 

at the beginning and end of trial 1, and least consistent between the end of trial 1 and the 

beginning of trial 2 (Table 3.1). When measured by Dominance Ranks, dominance was most 

consistent between tests at the beginning and end of trial 2, and least consistent between tests at 

the beginning and end of trial 1 (Table 3.1). Individual males were reasonably consistent in their 

social dominance across the entire testing period, whether measured by David’s Score or 

Dominance Rank.  

 

Table 3.1. Reliability (Cronbach’s alpha [95%CL]) of social dominance of 18 male zebra 
finches measured as David’s Scores (DS) or Dominance Ranks (DR) between dominance tests at 
the start and end of two sets of experimental trials (T1 and T2). Bold estimates are significantly > 
0 based on 95%CL. 
 

Trials compared DS DR 

T1 start vs T1 end 0.74 [0.52, 0.96] 0.62 [0.27, 0.97] 

T1 end vs T2 start 0.67 [0.39, 0.96] 0.70 [0.43, 0.98] 
T2 start vs T2 end 0.69 [0.46, 0.93] 0.85 [0.70, 0.99] 

T1 start vs T2 start 0.40 [–0.16, 0.95] 0.02 [–0.89, 0.93] 

T1 end vs T2 end 0.85 [0.72, 0.98] 0.72 [0.46, 0.98] 

T1 start vs T1 end vs T2 start vs T2 end 0.82 [0.71, 0.93] 0.74 [0.54, 0.94] 
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Correlations between food monopolization and social dominance 
David’s Scores (DS) and Dominance Ranks (DR) were correlated with only a few measures of 

food monopolization during the dominance tests (Table 3.2). At the end of trial 2, access order to 

the feeder was moderately correlated with dominance (DS: rS = –0.35, DR: rS = 0.33; Table 3.2), 

suggesting that aggressive males made their first visit to the feeder earlier than did submissive 

males. Similarly, at the beginning of trial 2, the number of visits to the feeder was moderately 

correlated with dominance (DS: rS = –0.50, DR: rS = 0.59), indicating that aggressive males 

visited the feeder fewer times than submissive males. The amount of time spent perched on the 

feeder was also moderately correlated with aggression at the beginning of trial 1 (DS: rS = –0.30) 

and at the beginning of trial 2 (DS: rS = –0.49, DR: rS = 0.54), suggesting that aggressive males 

spent less time on the feeder than submissive males. The latency of birds to first access the 

feeder was only very weakly related to dominance in any of the tests (Table 3.2).  

 

 

Table 3.2. Spearman correlations (rS) between measures of food monopolization and dominance 
(David’s Scores, DS and Dominance Ranks, DR) by 18 male zebra finches across four 
consecutive periods of dominance testing, one before and after each of two sets of experimental 
trials (T1 and T2). Correlation coefficients in bold are significant (P < 0.05) with one-tailed tests. 
 

 Trial 1  Trial 2 

 DS DR  DS DR 
Measure of food 
monopolization Start End Start End  Start End Start End 

Access order (1 = first) 0.04 –0.07 0.14 0.07  0.06 –0.35 –0.12 0.33 

Latency to visit feeder (s) 0.01 –0.14 0.12 0.15  0.08 –0.14 –0.14 0.14 

No. of feeder visits –0.15 –0.27 0.14 0.21  –0.50 –0.27 0.59 0.15 

Time perched on feeder (s) –0.30 –0.17 0.20 0.17  0.49 –0.12 0.54 0.06 
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Behavioural traits as predictors of social dominance 
In trial 1, David’s Score was best predicted by the net amount of time that the male spent near 

the feeder and the number of movements he made between perches (Table 3.3), but only the 

number of movements between perches in trial 1was a significant predictor of dominance at the 

end of that trial. These results suggest that subordinate males made more movements between 

perches compared to dominant males. The combined models for trial 1 explained relatively little 

variation in David’s Score at the start of the trial (R2
 = 0.14) but almost three times as much at 

the end of that trial (R2 = 0.38). Similarly, the number of movements between perches at the end 

of trial 1 was the only significant predictor of Dominance Rank (Table 3.4). The best-fitting 

models predicting Dominance Rank at the beginning and end of trial 1 explained only a small 

amount of the variation in those ranks ( R2
 < 0.30 in each case).  

In contrast with trial 1, the combined models in trial 2 explained a large proportion of the 

variation in David’s Scores in dominance tests at both the start and end of that trial (R2
 > 0.80) 

and included the net latency to perch near the feeder, numbers of social flights and social 

squirms, number of movements between perches, latency to enter the enclosure, latency to 

resume feeding, net time spent near the feeder, and net number of visits to the feeder as 

predictors (Table 3.3). Of these behaviours, the net latency to perch near the feeder, the number 

of social squirms, the number of movements between perches, and the net time spent near the 

feeder were significant predictors of David’s Score in the dominance test at the beginning of trial 

2, suggesting that dominant males took longer to perch near the feeder, squirmed more when in a 

group, made fewer movements between perches, and spent more time near the feeder, compared 

to subordinate males.  
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Table 3.3. Combined models to predict David’s Scores of 18 male zebra finches in bouts of 
dominance testing at the start and end of two behavioural trials (T1 and T2). Models were 
constructed from behavioural variables measured in the associated trials that had at least weak 
correlations (rS  ≥ ±0.20) with David’s Scores at the beginning or end of those trials (see Table 
3.5). All behavioural variables were standardized in this analysis so that their magnitudes can be 
directly compared; standardized estimates are presented as: Estimate [95%CL] P. Statistically 
significant estimates are in bold type. 
 

Trial 1 Start End 

Intercept 0.04 5.06E-17 

Net time near feeder (s) 0.82 [–0.83, 2.46] 0.31 1.84 [–0.09, 3.78] 0.06 

No. of movements between perches –1.00 [–2.65, 0.65] 0.22 –2.28 [–4.22, –0.35] 0.02 

R2 0.14 0.38 

Trial 2   

Intercept 0.05 0.09 

Net latency to perch near feeder (s) 2.56 [1.18, 3.94] 0.002 3.36 [0.94, 5.79] 0.01 

No. of social flights –1.01 [–2.32, 0.30] 0.11 –0.58 [–2.88, 1.72] 0.58 

No. of social squirms 1.39 [0.16, 2.61] 0.03 1.01 [–1.15, 3.17] 0.32 

No. of movements between perches –2.23 [–3.70, –0.77] 0.007 –0.54 [–3.12, 2.03] 0.65 

Latency to enter enclosure (s) –0.74 [–1.95, 0.46] 0.19 –1.65 [–3.77, 0.46] 0.11 

Latency to resume feeding (s) –0.50 [0.46, –1.96] 0.46 –2.39 [–4.96, 0.17] 0.06 

Net time near feeder (s) 1.67 [0.22, 3.13] 0.03 3.70 [1.14, 6.26] 0.01 

Net no. of times on feeder –0.11 [–1.45, 1.22] 0.85 2.80 [0.46, 5.15] 0.02 

R2 0.81 0.80 
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Table 3.4. Combined models to predict Dominance Ranks of 18 male zebra finches in bouts of 
dominance testing at the start and end of two behavioural trials (T1 and T2). Models were 
constructed from behavioural variables that had at least weak correlations (rS ≥ ± 0.20) with 
Dominance Ranks in the associated trials (see Table 3.5). All behavioural variables were 
standardized in this analysis and standardized estimates are presented as: Estimate [95%CL] P, 
with statistically significant estimates in bold type. 
 

 T1 Start: Est. [95% CL] P T1 End: Est. [95% CL] P 

Intercept 3.50 3.50 

No. of social hops 0.77 [–0.08,1.62] 0.07 0.15 [–0.68, 0.98] 0.70 

No. of movements between perches 0.28 [–0.57, 1.13] 0.49 0.88 [0.05, 1.71] 0.04 

R2 0.23 0.26 

 T2 Start: Est. [95% CL] P T2 End: Est. [95% CL] P 

Intercept 3.50 3.50 

Latency to enter enclosure (s) 0.45 [–0.21, 1.11] 0.16 0.35 [–0.11, 0.81] 0.11 

Net latency to perch near feeder (s) –1.54 [–2.27, –0.80] 0.001 –1.03 [–1.55, –0.52] 0.002 

No. of social squirms –0.66 [–1.29, –0.03] 0.04 –0.46 [–0.90, –0.03] 0.04 

Net latency to perch on feeder (s) –0.14 [–1.36, 1.09] 0.81 0.35 [–0.51, 1.20] 0.38 

No. of solitary flights –0.03 [–0.89, 0.83] 0.94 –0.40 [–1.00, 0.20] 0.16 

Latency to visit all trees (s) –0.78 [–1.58, 0.02] 0.06 –0.99 [–1.54, –0.43] 0.003 

No. of social flights 0.54 [–0.17, 1.26] 0.12 0.89 [0.39, 1.40] 0.003 

Net no. of times on feeder –0.59 [–1.53, 0.34] 0.18 –0.58 [–1.24, 0.07] 0.07 

Net time near feeder (s) –0.72 [–1.45, 0.004] 0.05 –0.70 [–1.21, –0.20] 0.01 

R2 0.83 0.92 
 

At the end of trial 2, the net latency to perch near the feeder, net time spent near the 

feeder, and net number of visits to the feeder were significant predictors of David’s Scores 

(Table 3.3). These results indicate that dominant males took longer to first perch near the feeder, 

but visited the feeder a greater number of times and spent more time near the feeder compared to 

subordinate individuals. Dominance Rank in trial 2 was best predicted by latency to enter the 

enclosure, net latency to perch near the feeder, number of social squirms, net latency to perch on 
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the feeder, number of solitary flights, net latency to visit all trees in the enclosure, number of 

social flights, net number of visits to the feeder, and net time spent near the feeder (Table 3.4). In 

trial 2, the net latency to perch near the feeder and the number of social squirms were significant 

predictors of Dominance Rank tested at the beginning of that trial and these results are consistent 

with the results from when dominance was measured by David’s Score at the beginning of trial 

2. In trial 2, the net latency to perch near the feeder, number of social squirms, latency to visit all 

trees in the enclosure, number of social flights, and net time spent near the feeder significantly 

predicted Dominance Rank (Table 3.4) measured at the end of that trial, indicating that dominant 

males took longer to perch near the feeder, squirmed more when in a group, took longer to visit 

all trees in the enclosure, flew fewer times when in a group, and spent more time near the feeder 

compared to subordinate males. 
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Table 3.5. Spearman rank correlations (rS) between behavioural traits and social dominance 
(David’s Scores, DS and Dominance Ranks, DR) of 18 male zebra finches when tested at the 
start and end of two behavioural trials (T1 and T2). Correlation coefficients in bold are 
significant (P<0.05) with one-tailed tests. 
 

 Trial 1  Trial 2 

 DS DR  DS DR 

Behavioural measure Start End Start End  Start End Start End 

No. of social hops –0.11 –0.07 0.41 0.13  0.02 –0.17 0.00 0.21 
No. of social flights 0.02 –0.04 0.01 0.06  –0.15 –0.37 0.17 0.41 
Social capture time (s) –0.04 –0.09 0.10 0.03  –0.37 0.21 –0.29 –0.29 
No. of social escape attempts –0.11 0.07 0.05 –0.04  0.00 0.12 0.02 –0.04 
No. of social squirms 0.24 0.03 –0.28 0.00  0.36 0.56 –0.32 –0.55 
No. of solitary hops 0.40 –0.01 –0.21 0.13  –0.05 0.00 0.12 –0.03 
No. of solitary flights 0.16 0.15 0.02 –0.12  –0.29 –0.27 0.27 0.26 

Solitary capture time (s) 0.10 –0.03 –0.12 –0.05  –0.08 –0.09 0.15 0.05 

No. of solitary escape attempts –0.18 –0.03 0.08 0.05  –0.16 –0.07 0.12 0.17 
No. of solitary squirms 0.17 0.46 –0.19 –0.39  –0.11 –0.21 0.04 0.33 
Net latency to perch near feeder (s) 0.05 0.04 –0.10 –0.08  0.36 0.09 –0.45 –0.05 
Net latency to perch on feeder (s) 0.16 0.05 –0.21 –0.12  –0.17 –0.37 0.14 0.33 
Net time near feeder (s) 0.33 0.29 –0.13 –0.16  0.16 0.34 –0.17 –0.31 
Net time on feeder (s) –0.06 0.03 0.12 0.04  –0.06 0.22 0.03 –0.12 
Net no. of visits near feeder –0.02 –0.15 0.02 0.14  0.19 0.15 –0.14 –0.17 
Net no. of visits to feeder –0.26 –0.23 0.28 0.28  0.07 0.30 –0.11 –0.22 
Latency to enter enclosure (s) –0.10 –0.02 0.03 –0.01  –0.48 –0.52 0.50 0.55 
Latency to visit all trees (s) 0.35 0.16 –0.36 –0.21  0.40 0.31 –0.30 –0.42 
No. of trees visited –0.12 –0.09 0.18 0.21  –0.11 0.12 0.05 –0.01 

No. of movements between trees –0.08 –0.10 0.15 0.20  –0.23 0.00 0.18 0.10 

No. of movements between perches –0.04 –0.32 0.12 0.37  –0.22 –0.01 0.17 0.11 
Latency to resume feeding (s) –0.15 –0.20 0.12 0.22  0.09 –0.26 –0.10 0.21 
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Personality Analysis 

Repeatability of behavioural measures 
Of 22 candidate behaviours, 10 were significantly repeatable across trials (i.e. 95%CL of R did 

not overlap 0). Of these 10 behaviours, 9 were moderately repeatable (0.5 < R <0.8) and one was 

weakly repeatable (0.2 < R < 0.5) (Table 3.6; Figure 3.5). It should be noted that some 

behaviours are highly repeatable because each bird behaved very similarly in both trials, but 

there is among-individual variation in behaviour (e.g., the number of social flights) (Figure 3.2). 

Other behaviours are highly repeatable because each bird behaved in almost exactly the same 

way in both trials but there is very little among-individual variation in behaviour (e.g., the 

latency to visit all trees) (Figure 3.2).  
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Table 3.6. Agreement and consistency repeatabilities (R [95%CL]) of behavioural measures, 
measured in two consecutive trials for each of 18 male zebra finches. Behaviours are listed in 
order of descending repeatability.  
 

Behavioural measure  Agreement  Consistency 

Latency to visit all trees (s) 0.76 [0.48, 0.90]  0.77 [0.49, 0.91] 

No. of social squirms 0.73 [0.32, 0.99]  0.71 [0.25, 0.98] 

No. of social hops 0.73 [0.34, 0.99]  0.65 [0.29, 0.98] 

No. of social flights 0.69 [0.34, 0.99]  0.68 [0.32, 0.99] 

No. of solitary squirms 0.68 [0.22, 0.93]  0.67 [0.14, 0.93] 

No. of movements between perches 0.68 [0.25, 1.00]  0.61 [0.20, 0.99] 

No. of solitary hops 0.66 [0.26, 0.99]  0.63 [0.20, 0.99] 

No. of solitary escape attempts 0.58 [0.17, 0.93]  0.58 [0.15, 0.92] 

Solitary capture time (s) 0.50 [0.07, 0.77]  0.48 [0.06, 0.79] 

No. of movements between trees 0.46 [8.18E-2, 0.97]  0.47 [2.77E-2, 0.98] 

Net time near feeder (s) 0.43 [3.38E-17, 0.73]  0.42 [7.51E-15, 0.76] 

Net latency to perch on feeder (s) 0.39 [6E-17, 0.71]  0.43 [5.23E-14, 0.76] 

Net no. of visits to feeder 0.35 [0, 0.697]  0.43 [3.99E-17, 0.76] 

Latency to enter enclosure (s) 0.32 [0, 0.63]  0.34 [0, 0.71] 

No. of social escape attempts 0.17 [0.03, 0.49]  0.17 [0.01, 0.45] 

Social capture time (s) 0.14 [0, 0.53]  0.12 [0, 0.59] 

No. of trees visited 0.13 [0, 0.40]  0.13 [0, 0.37] 

Net no. of visits near feeder 0.07 [0, 0.49]  0.07 [0, 0.52] 

Net time on feeder (s) 0.06 [0, 0.49]  0.07 [0, 0.52] 
Latency to resume feeding after 
disturbance (s) 0.01 [0, 0.47]  0.00 [0, 0.47] 

Net latency to perch near feeder (s) 0.00 [0, 0.44]  0.00 [0, 0.47] 

No. of solitary flights 0.00 [NA, NA]  0.00 [NA, NA] 
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Figure 3.5. Relationships between the first and second measurements (T1 and T2) of 10 
significantly repeatable behaviours of 18 male zebra finches (blue lines). Black 1:1 lines show 
the relationship that would be observed if all males behaved in exactly the same way in both 
trials.  
 

Relationship between personality and social dominance  
In animal behaviour research (Budaev 2010), and particularly personality research (David et al. 

2011), traits considered to have moderate to high agreement repeatabilities are typically 
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combined in a Principal Components Analysis to generate a single score (e.g. ‘personality 

score’) for further analyses. In keeping with this approach, I used the 10 traits with agreement R 

>0.4 (Table 3.6) to generate personality scores for each male, in each of the two experimental 

trials.  

In trial 1, PC1 explained 35% of the variance in the behaviours across males (Table 3.7). 

Social squirms, solitary squirms, solitary hops, and solitary escape attempts had the highest 

loadings on PC1 for this trial, suggesting that these traits were the most important components of 

this measure of personality (Table 3.8). In trial 2, social hops and solitary escape attempts had 

the highest loadings on PC1 (Table 3.8), which accounted for 32% of the variance in the 

behaviours across males (Table 3.7). However, in both trials, the PC1 personality score was only 

weakly correlated with social dominance, when measured by either David’s Score (T1 Start: r =    

–0.12, T1 End: r = –0.26) or Dominance Rank (T1 Start: r = –0.10, T1 End: r = 0.18) (Figure 3.6; 

Figure 3.7). In trial 1, the PC1 personality score was generally weakly negatively associated with 

dominance (excluding the outlier), suggesting that individuals that squirmed a greater number of 

times when in a group, and squirmed, hopped, and attempted to escape a greater number of times 

when alone, tended to be dominant over other individuals (Figure 3.6). When outliers were 

removed, the PC1 personality score was generally more strongly correlated with social 

dominance when measured by both David’s Score (T1 Start: r = –0.35, T1 End: r = 0.04) and 

Dominance Rank (T1 Start: r = 0.43, T1 End: r = 0.30). At the beginning of trial 2, the 

relationship between PC1 personality score and dominance, measured by either David’s Score (r 

= –0.21) or Dominance Rank (r = 0.21), was also weakly negative, indicating that dominant 

males hopped a greater number of times when in a group and attempted to escape a greater 

number of times when alone, relative to subordinate males (Figure 3.7). In contrast, in trial 2, 
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there appears to be no association between the PC1 personality score and dominance measured 

by either David’s Score (r = –0.01) or Dominance Rank (r = 0.03) at the end of that trial (Figure 

3.7).  

Table 3.7. Proportion of variance explained by Principal Components 1 and 2 in trials 1 and 2. 
All behavioural variables were standardized for this analysis. 
 

Trial 1 Trial 2 

PC1 PC2 PC1 PC2 

0.353 0.211 0.317 0.227 
 

Table 3.8. Factor loadings of behavioural variables on Principal Components 1 and 2, in trials 1 
and 2. All behavioural variables were standardized for this analysis. Loadings ≥ ±0.40 are 
highlighted in bold. 
 

 Trial 1  Trial 2 

Behavioural measure PC1 PC2  PC1 PC2 

Latency to visit all trees (s) –0.14 0.65  –0.17 0.45 

Social squirms –0.47 –0.03  –0.36 –0.16 

Social flights 0.14 0.30  –0.32 0.04 

Solitary squirms –0.42 0.02  –0.36 –0.19 

Social hops –0.22 0.02  –0.44 –0.10 

Solitary hops –0.45 –0.05  0.11 0.01 

Movements between perches 0.19 –0.02  0.27 –0.52 

Solitary escape attempts –0.40 –0.08  –0.46 –0.20 

Solitary capture time 0.32 0.28  0.24 0.38 

Movements between trees 0.15 –0.63  0.25 –0.52 
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Figure 3.6. Relationship between PC1 (personality) and social dominance, measured by David’s 
Score (DS) and Dominance Rank (DR), in Trial 1 of dominance testing on 18 male zebra 
finches. Blue lines represent the best-fitting slopes when outliers are included (blue correlation 
coefficients); red lines represent the best-fitting slopes when outliers are excluded (red 
correlation coefficients). 
 

 

Figure 3.7. Relationship between PC1 personality score and social dominance, measured by 
David’s Score (DS) and Dominance Rank (DR), in Trial 2 of dominance testing on 18 male 
zebra finches. Blue lines represent the best-fitting regressions. 
 

In personality research, only PC1 is traditionally used as an index of an individual’s 

personality However, it is possible that variables that do not load heavily on PC1 are also 

important predictors of social dominance, so I evaluated the associations between PC2 and 
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dominance as well. In trial 1, PC2 explained 21.1% of the variance in behaviours (Table 3.7) and 

the highest-loading factors are the latency to visit all trees and the number of movements 

between trees in the test enclosure (Table 3.8).  

There is a weakly positive relationship between PC2 and dominance in Trial 1, when 

measured by either David’s Score (Start: r = 0.34, End: r = 0.13) or Dominance Rank (Start: r =    

–0.35, End: r = –0.27), suggesting that dominant males took longer to visit all trees and made 

fewer movements between trees than subordinates in Trial 1 (Figure 3.8). When outliers were 

removed, the PC2 personality score showed weaker correlations with social dominance when 

measured by both David’s Score (T1 Start: r = 0.06, T1 End: r = 0.09) and Dominance Rank (T1 

Start: r = –0.05, T1 End: r = –0.20). 

In trial 2, PC2 accounted for 22.7% of the variance in behaviours (Table 3.7), and the 

most important variables were the latency to visit all trees, the number of movements between 

perches, and the number of movements between trees (Table 3.8). In general, the results from 

trial 2 are similar to those from trial 1, with PC2 and dominance scores being positively 

correlated (DS Start: r = 0.18, DR Start: r = –0.12, DR End: r = –0.22); dominant individuals 

tended to take longer to visit all trees, and moved between perches and trees fewer times than 

subordinates (Figure 3.5). An exception to this trend occurred at the end of trial 2, when there 

was no association between PC2 and David’s Score (r = –0.05) (Figure 3.9).  
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Figure 3.8. Relationship between PC2 (personality) and social dominance, measured by David’s 
Score (DS) and Dominance Rank (DR), in Trial 1 of dominance testing on 18 male zebra 
finches. Blue lines represent the best-fitting slopes when outliers are included (blue correlation 
coefficients) and red lines represent the best-fitting slopes when outliers are excluded (red 
correlation coefficients). 
 

 

Figure 3.9. Relationship between PC2 (personality) and social dominance, measured by David’s 
Score (DS) and Dominance Rank (DR), in Trial 2 of dominance testing on 18 male zebra 
finches. Blue lines represent the best-fitting slopes. 
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CHAPTER 4: Discussion 

Comparing the ‘personality’ and ‘behavioral trait’ approaches 
In this study, I show that the analysis of personality scores does not provide any advantage over 

the analysis of individual behaviours, and, in fact, obscures some of the relationships between 

behaviours and social dominance in captive male zebra finches. For example, the personality 

analysis shows that obstinacy and activity (both measured when the bird was either alone or in a 

group) are the most important behaviours for describing one axis of personality (PC1), while 

exploratory behaviour is the most important behaviour for describing a second axis of 

personality (PC2). However, there was no clear association between either of these personality 

scores and social dominance in any trial, and in some instances the relationship between 

personality score and social dominance was different between the beginning and end of each 

trial.  

The finding that personality does not predict social dominance in male zebra finches is 

consistent with results from other personality studies on gregarious birds (Funghi et al. 2015; 

Devost et al. 2016). However, the analysis of individual behaviours tells a somewhat different 

story; compared to subordinate males, dominant males squirmed more when in a group, took 

longer to perch near the feeder, made more visits to the feeder, spent more time near the feeder, 

made fewer movements between perches, took longer to visit all trees in the enclosure, and flew 

fewer times when in a group. These results suggest that dominant males are relatively more 

obstinate, less exploratory and less active than subordinate males, and that they may be 

considered to be more neophobic or more neophilic than subordinates, depending on the 

measures used to assess neophobic behaviour. Most of these results support previous findings 
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that individuals with ‘reactive’ personalities (Réale et al. 2007) tend to be dominant over 

individuals with ‘proactive’ personalities (Verbeek et al. 1999; Fox et al. 2009). 

Although obstinacy in birds has only been measured in one previous study to my 

knowledge (David et al. 2011), this trait has been assessed in mammals (Réale et al. 2000; 

Martin and Réale 2008; Taylor et al. 2012) and has been predicted to positively correlate with 

social dominance (David et al. 2011). My results support this prediction; dominant males tended 

to squirm more when placed in a bag, while other males were present in the room, compared to 

subordinates. Since struggle rate may correlate positively with escape rate, dominant birds may 

be expected to squirm more when captured if their dominance is a reflection of their ability to 

escape from threatening situations, such as costly aggressive interactions. Birds who frequently 

engage in aggressive interactions may show lower fitness than birds who avoid these encounters, 

which could result in lower dominance rankings for those individuals (Paz-y-Miño-C et al. 2004; 

Bonoan et al. 2013) 

Dominant birds showed conflicting results with respect to neophobic behaviour. 

Neophobic birds are sometimes predicted to be dominant over neophilic birds because exposure 

to an unfamiliar stimulus represents a type of risk (An et al. 2011). Under this prediction, 

dominant birds should be relatively risk-averse in order to protect their future assets, which are 

high in comparison to subordinates (Wolf et al. 2007). Consistent with this prediction, dominant 

males took longer to perch near the feeder for the first time, when compared to subordinates. 

This result can likely be explained by an increased sense of caution in dominant males; males 

who are more likely to assess an unfamiliar situation before confronting it may also be more 

likely to avoid dangerous situations, which may confer a competitive advantage that is conducive 

to social dominance. In contrast with the prediction, dominant males made more visits to the 
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feeder and spent more time on the feeder than subordinates, indicating that any fear of the novel 

object was outweighed by their motivation to feed. This result suggests that after spending 

sufficient time in the presence of the object and assessing the level of threat it poses, dominant 

males are willing to approach the object and feed. It is possible birds who become less fearful of 

unfamiliar stimuli, after spending sufficient time in the presence of the stimuli are also less 

fearful in other contexts such as during aggressive interactions with other individuals which may 

contribute to dominance status.  

With respect to exploratory behaviours (i.e., moving between perches and visiting all 

trees in the enclosure), it is possible that the inclination to explore a novel space shown by 

subordinate males can be explained by a higher motivation to search the space for food, which 

they have limited access to in the presence of dominant males. Similar to the neophobic 

behaviour shown by dominant males, the novel environment presented in the exploratory tests 

signifies a potentially dangerous situation. Dominant males may be less likely to explore the 

novel space since the space represents a risk and dominants have more to lose than subordinates 

in terms of fitness (Sih et al. 2004b; van Oers et al. 2004; Wolf et al. 2007). 

Dominant individuals are sometimes predicted to be more active than subordinates since 

a high level of activity might allow an individual to better access resources, which would allow 

him to sustain his dominance status and, subsequently, his high level of growth and/or fecundity 

(Biro & Stamps 2008). However, my results show that dominant males are less active (when 

measured by number of flights) than subordinates in a group. Dominant males may be less active 

than subordinates when in a group because they are able to occupy preferred spaces and are less 

likely to be displaced or pressured to leave (i.e., by being chased or attacked) by other birds.  
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Traditionally, behavioural ecologists compare the behaviours of different individuals to 

meet the assumption of statistical independence (Sih 2017). Thus, behavioural ecology studies do 

not consider the repeatability of behavioural traits within individuals when relating behaviours to 

measures of fitness (e.g. using dominance as a fitness surrogate). In contrast, personality research 

seeks to understand why individuals remain consistent in their performance of certain 

behaviours, even though they behaving the same way in different situations may sometimes 

confer fitness costs (Sih 2017). Given this objective, which should theoretically reveal interesting 

information about the evolution of behaviours, measuring the repeatability of behaviours is a 

useful procedure. 

Of the seven behaviours that I found to significantly predict social dominance in male 

zebra finches, six were moderately repeatable within individuals (0.2 < R < 0.5). Therefore, even 

within the personality framework in which only repeatable behaviours are considered essential to 

an individual’s personality, six of these seven behaviours would be regarded as important 

components of an individual’s nature. However, the importance of these behaviours as correlates 

of social dominance is lost entirely when the personality approach is applied. Three of these 

seven significant predictors of dominance were omitted from the personality analysis in favour 

of more repeatable behaviours, even though showing a high level of repeatability does not 

necessarily mean that a particular assay provides a meaningful measure of behaviour (see 

Chapter 3. Results).  

Comparison of males and females 
The second objective of this study was to compare behavioural correlates of dominance between 

the sexes, comparing my results from males with those of David et al. (2011) from females. 

Dominant males and females do not differ in their behaviours, when behaviours are characterized 
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as personality scores, but the analysis of individual behaviours may yield a different result. 

Given the small sample size of males (n=18) in the present experiments compared to the larger 

sample size of females (n=41) used in the David et al. (2011) experiments (see Chapter 2. 

Methods), I am unable to make a reasonable statistical comparison of the effect sizes in males 

and females. As a first step, though, I provide some qualitative comparisons below. 

Using a personality framework, David et al. (2011) found that when social dominance 

was measured as either the number of visits to the feeder or amount of time spent at the feeder, 

females showing a high level of activity, tendency to explore, neophobia, and reluctance to take 

risks were dominant over females showing the opposite traits. It should be noted that David et al. 

(2011) reported that dominant females were highly active, exploratory, neophilic, and risk-prone; 

however, the eigenvectors for these behaviours in the PCA that are presented in their results 

contradict these findings that females with ‘proactive’ personalities are dominant over females 

with ‘reactive’ personalities (Réale et al. 2007). Additionally, personality is reported to be a 

significant predictor of social dominance using one-tailed tests, but it is later stated that only 

two-tailed tests are used, so it is unclear which method was followed.  

When social dominance was measured as the number of displacements from the feeder 

and its surroundings (factoring in the identities of the instigator and recipient females), there was 

no association between personality and social dominance in female zebra finches. This result in 

females is consistent with the result in males using the personality approach; i.e., there was no 

association between personality and social dominance, measured as the number of aggressive 

interactions (displacements, chases, and physical attacks) between males. 

I predicted that males and females would show similar and significant associations 

between personality and social dominance, since zebra finches are non-territorial and both sexes 
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show high levels of between-individual aggressiveness (Adkins-Regan and Robinson 1993; Zann 

1996; David et al. 2011). Given that neither sex showed any relationship between personality and 

social dominance, when measured as agonistic acts, this prediction is not supported by the 

present research. However, as the analysis of individual behaviours revealed, several behaviours 

in males that significantly predicted social dominance were discounted from the personality 

analysis altogether. Therefore, it is similarly possible that if individual behaviours in females 

were evaluated as potential predictors of social dominance instead of being combined in a 

personality score, dominant (aggressive) females might show a certain set of behaviours not 

possessed by subordinates.  

Additionally, the analysis of personalities revealed that males and females differ 

somewhat in the behaviours that define their respective personalities. All five of the behaviours 

that were measured in females (i.e., neophobia, activity (when alone), exploratory behaviour, 

risk-taking behaviour, and obstinacy) were at least moderately repeatable within females (R > 

0.2). In contrast, most behaviours measured in males were at least moderately repeatable (R > 

0.2), with the exception of risk-taking behaviour and certain measures of obstinacy (when in a 

group), exploratory behaviour, neophobia, and activity (when alone). These results reflect a 

common criticism of personality research: which behavioural assays capture personality 

‘accurately’, and how will we know when such accuracy has been achieved? 

David et al. (2011) evaluated activity in a solitary context only (see Chapter 2: Methods) 

and found that activity level was moderately repeatable in females. In contrast, my results show 

that the repeatability of activity can range from low to high within individuals, depending on the 

experimental conditions and behaviours that are measured. The number of flights when in a 

group, and the number of hops, both when in a group and when alone, are highly repeatable 
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within males, but the number of flights when alone was not very repeatable within males. This 

discrepancy highlights the difficulty in making meaningful comparisons between personality 

studies as discussed by Beekman and Jordan (2017a). 

Future directions  
Although the relationship between behaviour and social dominance (and more broadly, fitness) 

in animals has been studied for decades, the evaluation of this relationship in the context of 

personality is a relatively new method for addressing the adaptive nature of behaviours. It has 

been argued that the study of animal personality borrows heavily from the well-established study 

of behavioural ecology and does not offer any new insights into among-individual variation in 

behaviour that is observed in nature. The results of the present research suggest to me that both 

approaches hold some value and that each field of research would benefit from the sharing of 

ideas. 

The main objective of personality research, to provide adaptive explanations for 

consistent individual differences in behaviour, is an important goal that researchers should 

continue to pursue. Unfortunately, many personality studies show a failure to apply robust 

statistical analyses in analyzing their data, which leads to the appearance of striking patterns that 

may not truly exist. David et al. (2011) show several of these statistical problems that are 

characteristic of personality research. 

For instance, the behaviours measured by David et al. (2011) are described as ‘highly 

repeatable’ within individuals, even though they range in repeatability from 0.37 < R < 0.81. As 

mentioned by Beekman and Jordan (2017a), there is no established threshold of repeatability that 

tells us whether a trait is sufficiently repeatable to be considered a personality trait; indeed, if 

statistical conventions for correlation coefficients are to be followed, only R > 0.80 would 
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signify that a behaviour is highly repeatable within individuals (Cohen 1992). There are also 

several problems associated with comparing results across personality studies due to 

inconsistencies in terminology and statistical practices (Beekman and Jordan 2017a), but 

establishing a universal threshold for acceptable repeatability of traits that is based on other 

statistical thresholds, such as those used for correlations (Cohen 1992), would be a useful first 

step in addressing this issue of inconsistency. 

Additionally, in many personality studies including the study by David et al. (2011), the 

significance of results tends to be emphasized rather than effect sizes. This results in findings 

that are presented as meaningful, when in fact they may not hold any real biological significance. 

For instance, David et al. (2011) report that personality moderately predicted social dominance 

in females, based on P < 0.05; however, all models are shown to have low predictive power and 

do not explain a large proportion of the variance in social dominance. Results such as these 

reflect the importance of measuring the size of observed effects, rather than significance of 

results.  

Further work is also required to assess how well putative indices of fitness reflect actual 

fitness. Do aggressive (dominant) individuals have a competitive advantage over subordinates, 

and does this advantage translate into prolonged survival or higher reproductive fitness? Some 

indices of fitness may lead to different conclusions about the fitness consequences of certain 

behaviours. Social dominance, for instance, can be measured in several ways, for instance, as 

aggressive interactions between individuals or the monopolization of a resource. When David et 

al. (2011) measured social dominance as aggressive interactions between individuals, there 

appeared to be no association between personality and social dominance. When social 

dominance was measured as the access order to the feeder, number of visits to the feeder or 
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amount of time spent at the feeder, however, personality was significantly related to social 

dominance. Studies that critically evaluate the relation between commonly used fitness indices 

and true fitness would benefit not only personality research, but many other fields of biology as 

well.  

Contrary to claims that personality research contributes nothing new to the study of 

animal behaviour (Beekman and Jordan 2017a), the present research indicates to me that, in fact, 

personality studies include valuable elements that are not typically present in traditional 

behavioural ecology studies. Since personality studies require that the same individuals are tested 

multiple times, most of these studies are conducted using captive animals and as a result, many 

commonly used personality assays are performed under artificial conditions. For instance, tests 

to measure obstinacy, neophobia, and exploratory behaviour require handling and exposure to 

novel environments and stimuli, and typically do not reflect conditions that animals would be 

exposed to in the wild. A common criticism of personality research is that findings from these 

studies may not reveal any meaningful information about behaviours in natural populations. 

However, these artificial measures may convey useful information about animal behaviour that is 

not obtained using traditional behavioural ecology experiments conducted under more natural 

conditions. Indeed, some personality studies have even managed to apply standard personality 

assays to wild populations, which opens the door for comparisons to be made between 

behaviours in captive and natural populations (Devost et al. 2016).  

The results of the present research reflect the relation between behaviour and social 

dominance in a small, captive population of male zebra finches. Further work with larger sample 

sizes is required to confirm whether the patterns shown in this thesis are generalizable to other 

captive populations. Additionally, these findings discussed here should not be used to draw 
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conclusions regarding the relation between behaviour and social dominance in wild populations 

of zebra finches. As I do not know the parentage of males that were tested in this study, and 

given that all males originated from the same supplier, it is possible that the males in this study 

show a high degree of genetic similarity which could lead to low levels of behavioural variation. 

However, it has been suggested that captive zebra finch populations have not experienced a 

severe bottleneck during domestication (Forstmeier et al. 2007), so variation in the behaviours of 

captive zebra finches may not be as reduced in comparison to wild zebra finches as previously 

suspected.  

Since behavioural traits are common targets for artificial selection in domestic animals 

(Price 1999), it is possible that captive zebra finches differ from wild zebra finches with respect 

to behaviour. Previous work has shown that artificially selecting for behavioural traits in great 

tits produced two lines of birds (‘fast’ and ‘slow’) who showed differences in exploratory, 

neophobia, and aggressive behaviours after only four generations (Sih et al. 2004a). It is 

plausible that captive males may be more exploratory, neophilic, and social than wild males, 

since these behaviours may facilitate a bird’s ability to thrive in a novel environment with human 

interaction.  

Despite these limitations, the present research is an important first step towards 

understanding the relation between behaviour and social dominance in captive populations of 

zebra finches. Since the zebra finch is a model organism that is widely studied in many different 

areas of science, both in the wild and in captivity, understanding the link between behaviour and 

fitness in both sexes is a fundamental goal. The present research also provides a basis for 

comparing the relation between behaviour and measures of fitness between captive and wild 

populations of birds. 
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Summary 
1.   When potential behavioural correlates of social dominance are combined to create a 

measure of personality, results suggest that there is no relationship between personality 

and social dominance in male zebra finches.  

2.   When behaviours are analyzed individually as potential predictors of social dominance 

following the traditional behavioural ecology approach, results suggest that dominant 

males are more obstinate when in a group, less exploratory, and less active when in a 

group, and show conflicting results with respect to neophobic behaviours.  

3.   Use of the personality approach does not provide any advantage over the analysis of 

individual behaviours in describing the association between behaviour and social 

dominance in male zebra finches. Instead, the personality approach masks useful 

information about this relationship that is revealed by analyzing individual behaviours. 

4.   When social dominance is measured as aggressive interactions between individuals, there 

is no association between personality and social dominance in female zebra finches. This 

result is consistent with what was found in males when the personality approach was 

applied, but future studies are needed to determine whether dominant females differ from 

subordinates with respect to individual behaviours, rather than personality traits.  
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Appendices 
  

Appendix A. Sample calculation of David’s Score (DS) for a focal male 
  

 

 

Identities of males involved in aggressive interactions 

a,a a,b a,c a,d a,e a,f 

Number of 
aggressive acts by a, 
against another bird 
(b-f) 

 

NA 

 

0 

 

2 

 

6 

 

2 

 

0 

Number of 
aggressive acts by 
another bird (b-f), 
against a 

 

NA 

 

3 

 

0 

 

0 

 

3 

 

0 

 

Total number of 
aggressive acts 
between bird a and 
another bird (b-f) 

 

NA 

 

3 

 

2 

 

6 

 

5 

 

0 

 
Shown below are steps to calculate DS for a focal male, a. 
 
Dij = sij /nij – { (sij  / nij – 0.5) / (nij + 1) }, where Dij is the dyadic dominance index that describes the 
overall outcome of aggressive interactions between males i and j; sij is the number of times male i won 
(i.e., displaced, chased, or physically attacked) an interaction with male j; and nij is the number of 
agonistic interactions (i.e., the sum of all displacements, chases, and physical attacks) between males i 
and j.  

Dab = 0/3 – {(0/3 – 0.5) / (3 + 1)} = 0.125 

Dac = 2/2 – {(2/2 – 0.5) / (2 + 1)} = 0.833 

Dad = 6/6 – {(6/6 – 0.5) / (6 + 1)} = 0.929 

Dae = 2/5 – {(2/5 – 0.5) / (5 + 1)} = 0.417 

Daf = 0 (assigned because no interactions between a and f occurred) 
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Dba = 3/3 – {(3/3 – 0.5) / (3 + 1)} = 0.875 

Dca = 0/2 – {(0/2 – 0.5) / (2 + 1)} = 0.167 

Dda = 0/6 – {(0/6 – 0.5) / (6 + 1)} = 0.071 

Dea = 3/5 – {(3/5 – 0.5) / (5 + 1)} = 0.583 

Dfa = 0 (assigned because no interactions between a and f occurred) 

wa = Dab + Dac + Dad + Dae + Daf = 2.304 

la = Dba + Dca + Dda + Dea + Dfa = 1.696 

w2a = (Dab × wb) + (Dac × wc) + (Dad × wd) + (Dae × we) + (Daf × wf)  = 2.885 (where wb = 3.375, 
wc = 1.117, wd = 1.021, we = 1.402, wf = 1.781, calculations not shown) 

l2a =(Dba × lb) + (Dca × lc) + (Dda × ld) + (Dea × le) + (Dfa × lf) = 2.881 (where lb = 1.625, lc = 
1.883, ld = 2.979, le = 1.598, lf = 1.219, calculations not shown) 

DSa = wa + w2a – la – l2a = 0.612 
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Appendix B. R code for all analyses 

R  details  

•   File	  creation	  date:	  2017-‐08-‐18	  
•   R	  version	  3.3.2	  (2016-‐10-‐31)	  
•   dplyr	  package	  version:	  0.5.0	  
•   cowplot	  package	  version:	  0.7.0	  
•   psych	  package	  version:	  1.7.5	  
•   MuMIn	  package	  version:	  1.15.6	  
•   Hmisc	  package	  version:	  4.0.2	  
•   ggplot2	  package	  version:	  2.2.1	  
•   gridExtra	  package	  version:	  2.2.1	  

Import	  datasets	  and	  set	  global	  options:	  

dat<-‐read.csv("/Users/harley/Dropbox/HarleyBob/MSc  Thesis/cordat.csv")  
#all  variables  (dominance  and  behavioural),  broken  down  by  trial  
  
dat1<-‐read.csv("/Users/harley/Dropbox/HarleyBob/MSc  Thesis/dat1.csv")  
#all  variables  (dominance  and  behavioural),  NOT  broken  down  by  trial  
  
datbehavs<-‐read.csv("/Users/harley/Dropbox/HarleyBob/MSc  Thesis/datbeh
avs.csv")  #behavioural  variables  only,  broken  down  by  trial  
  
dompatterns<-‐read.csv("/Users/harley/Dropbox/HarleyBob/MSc  Thesis/domp
atterns.csv")  #DS  and  DR  only,  arranged  to  track  dominance  patterns  ac
ross  trials  
  
options(max.print  =  1000000000)  
options(na.action  =  na.fail)  

Load	  packages	  (Hmisc	  and	  ggplot2	  loaded	  later	  as	  they	  mask	  functions	  in	  other	  packages):	  

library(cowplot)  
library(psych)  #for  calculating  Cronbach's  Alpha  
library(MuMIn)  #for  model  selection  
library(gridExtra)  

Create	  new	  datasets	  for	  later	  use,	  containing	  (1)	  only	  dominance	  variables,	  broken	  down	  by	  
trial,	  (2)	  only	  David	  Scores	  (DS),	  broken	  down	  by	  trial,	  and	  (3)	  only	  dominance	  rankings	  (DR),	  
broken	  down	  by	  trial:	  

#(1)  New  dataset  containing  only  dominance  variables.  
datdomcorr  <-‐  dat  %>%  select(DS1,  DS2,  DS3,  DS4,  RANK1,  RANK2,  RANK3,  
RANK4,  ACCESSORD1,  ACCESSORD2,  ACCESSORD3,  ACCESSORD4,  LATPERCHFEEDR1,  
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LATPERCHFEEDR2,  LATPERCHFEEDR3,  LATPERCHFEEDR4,  NOVISITFEEDR1,  NOVISIT
FEEDR2,  NOVISITFEEDR3,  NOVISITFEEDR4,  TIMEPERCHFEEDR1,  TIMEPERCHFEEDR2
,  TIMEPERCHFEEDR3,  TIMEPERCHFEEDR4)  
  
#(2)  New  dataset  containing  only  David  Scores.  
datds  <-‐  datdomcorr  %>%  select(DS1,  DS2,  DS3,  DS4)  
  
#(3)  New  dataset  containing  only  dominance  rankings.  
datrank  <-‐  datdomcorr  %>%  select(RANK1,  RANK2,  RANK3,  RANK4)  

Calculate	  Cronbach's	  Alpha	  to	  determine	  consistency	  across	  trials	  for	  (1)	  David	  Scores	  and	  (2)	  
dominance	  rankings:	  

#(1)  Cronbach's  Alpha  for  David  Scores  

alpha(datds[,1:2])  #consistency  between  trials  1  and  2  

alpha(datds[,2:3])  #consistency  between  trials  2  and  3  

alpha(datds[,3:4])  #consistency  between  trials  3  and  4  

alpha(datds[,c(1,3)])  #consistency  between  trials  1  and  3  

alpha(datds[,c(2,4)])  #consistency  between  trials  2  and  4  

#(2)  Cronbach's  Alpha  for  dominance  rankings  
alpha(datrank)  #consistency  across  all  trials  1  through  4  

alpha(datrank[,1:2])  #consistency  between  trials  1  and  2  

alpha(datrank[,2:3])  #consistency  between  trials  2  and  3  

alpha(datrank[,3:4])  #consistency  between  trials  3  and  4  

alpha(datrank[,c(1,3)])  #consistency  between  trials  1  and  3  

alpha(datrank[,c(2,4)])  #consistency  between  trials  2  and  4  

Plots	  showing	  similarity	  per	  male	  between	  trials	  for	  3	  behavioural	  traits	  (no.	  of	  social	  hops,	  
solitary	  capture	  time	  (s),	  and	  net	  time	  spent	  near	  feeder	  (s)):	  

library(ggplot2)  #NOTE:  masks  "alpha"  function  in  psych  
  
dat1$FBIRDID  <-‐  as.factor(dat1$BIRDID)  
  
#no.  of  social  hops  
(simsochops<-‐ggplot(data=dat1,  aes(x=TRIALNO,  y=SOCNOHOPS,  colour=BIRD
ID)))  +    
    geom_line(size=1.5,  aes(group=FBIRDID),  
    position=position_jitter())  +  
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    theme_bw()  +  
    scale_color_gradientn(colours  =  rainbow(7))    

#solitary  capture  time    
(simsolcapt<-‐ggplot(data=dat1,  aes(x=TRIALNO,  y=SOLTIMECATCH,  colour=B
IRDID)))  +    
    geom_line(size=1.5,  aes(group=FBIRDID),  
    position=position_jitter())  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    scale_color_gradientn(colours  =  rainbow(7))  

#net  time  spent  near  feeder  
(simtimenear<-‐ggplot(data=dat1,  aes(x=TRIALNO,  y=NETTIME15,  colour=BIR
DID)))  +    
    geom_line(size=1.5,  aes(group=FBIRDID),  
    position=position_jitter())  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    scale_color_gradientn(colours  =  rainbow(7))    

grid.arrange(simsochops,  simsolcapt,  simtimenear,  nrow=3,  ncol=1)  

Determine	  steepness	  for	  each	  dominance	  trial	  (T1	  start	  &	  end,	  T2	  start	  &	  end):	  

modtrans1<-‐lm(DS1~RANK1,  data=dat)  
summary(modtrans1)    

  (trans1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  RANK1,  y  =  DS1))  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    labs(title="Start")  +  
    xlab("DR")  +  
    ylab("DS")  +  
    scale_y_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐7,7)))  

modtrans2<-‐lm(DS2~RANK2,  data=dat)  
summary(modtrans2)    

  (trans2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  RANK2,  y  =  DS2))  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    labs(title="End")  +  
    xlab("DR")  +  
    ylab("DS")  +  
    scale_y_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐12,12)))  
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modtrans3<-‐lm(DS3~RANK3,  data=dat)  
summary(modtrans3)  

  (trans3<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  RANK3,  y  =  DS3))  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    labs(title="Start")  +  
    xlab("DR")  +  
    ylab("DS")  +  
    scale_y_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐7,7)))  

modtrans4<-‐lm(DS4~RANK4,  data=dat)  
summary(modtrans4)    

  (trans4<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  RANK4,  y  =  DS4))  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    labs(title="End")  +  
    xlab("DR")  +  
    ylab("DS")  +  
    scale_y_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐12,12)))  

plot_grid(trans1,  trans3,  trans2,  trans4,  nrow=2,  rel_heights  =  c(2/5,  
3/5))  

Line	  plot	  showing	  dominance	  patterns	  for	  each	  trial	  for	  each	  male:	  

dompatterns$FBIRDID  <-‐  as.factor(dompatterns$BIRDID)  
  
(dspatt<-‐ggplot(data=dompatterns,  aes(x=TRIALID,  y=DS,  colour=BIRDID))
)  +    
    geom_line(size=1.5,  aes(group=FBIRDID),  
    position=position_jitter())  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    scale_color_gradientn(colours  =  rainbow(7))    

(drpatt<-‐ggplot(data=dompatterns,  aes(x=TRIALID,  y=DR,  colour=BIRDID))
)  +    
    geom_line(size=1.5,  aes(group=FBIRDID),  
    position=position_jitter())  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    scale_color_gradientn(colours  =  rainbow(7))  

grid.arrange(dspatt,  drpatt,  ncol=2)  

Histograms	  showing	  distributions	  of	  behaviours	  in	  2	  trials:	  
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(socnohops1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOHOPS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  hops  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  250)))  

(socnohops2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOHOPS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  hops  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  250)))  

(socnoflights1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOFLIGHTS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  flights  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  300)))  

(socnoflights2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOFLIGHTS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  flights  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  300)))  

(soctimecatch1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCTIMECATCH1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Social  capture  time  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  160)))  

(soctimecatch2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCTIMECATCH2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Social  capture  time  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  160)))  

(socnoescpatts1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOESCPATTS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  escape  attempts  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  60)))  
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(socnoescpatts2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOESCPATTS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  escape  attempts  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  60)))  

(socnosquirms1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOSQUIRMS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  squirms  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  80)))  

(socnosquirms2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOCNOSQUIRMS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  social  squirms  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  80)))  

(solnohops1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOHOPS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  hops  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  200)))  

(solnohops2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOHOPS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  hops  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  200)))  

(solnoflights1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOFLIGHTS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  flights  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  100)))  

(solnoflights2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOFLIGHTS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  flights  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  100)))  
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(soltimecatch1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLTIMECATCH1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Solitary  capture  time  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  100)))  

(soltimecatch2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLTIMECATCH2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Solitary  capture  time  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  100)))  

(solnoescpatts1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOESCAPE1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  escape  attempts  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  40)))  

(solnoescpatts2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOESCAPE2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  escape  attempts  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  40)))  

(solnosquirms1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOSQUIRMS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  squirms  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  80)))  

(solnosquirms2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  SOLNOSQUIRMS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  solitary  squirms  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  80)))  

(netlatperch151<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETLATPERCH151,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=100
)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  latency  to  perch  near  feeder  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐50,  1000)))  
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(netlatperch152<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETLATPERCH152,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=100
)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  latency  to  perch  near  feeder  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐50,  1000)))  

(netlatperchfeedr1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETLATPERCHFEEDR1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=
100)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  latency  to  perch  on  feeder  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐1000,  1000)))  

(netlatperchfeedr2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETLATPERCHFEEDR2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=
100)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  latency  to  perch  on  feeder  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐1000,  1000)))  

(nettime151<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETTIME151,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=100)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  time  spent  near  feeder  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐1000,  1000)))  

(nettime152<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETTIME152,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=100)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  time  spent  near  feeder  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐1000,  1000)))  

(nettimefeedr1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETTIMEFEEDR1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=100)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  time  spent  on  feeder  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐500,  100)))  

(nettimefeedr2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETTIMEFEEDR2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=100)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  time  spent  on  feeder  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐700,  100)))  
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(netnotimes151<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETNOTIMES151,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=5)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  no.  of  visits  near  feeder  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐20,  20)))  

(netnotimes152<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETNOTIMES152,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=5)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  no.  of  visits  near  feeder  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐20,  20)))  

(netnotimesfeedr1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETNOTIMESFEEDR1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=1
)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  no.  of  visits  to  feeder  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐10,  5)))  

(netnotimesfeedr2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NETNOTIMESFEEDR2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=5
)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Net  no.  of  visits  to  feeder  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(-‐10,  5)))  

(latenter1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  LATENTER1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=50)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Latency  to  enter  enclosure  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  650)))  

(latenter2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  LATENTER2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=50)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Latency  to  enter  enclosure  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  650)))  

(latvisitalltrees1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  LATVISITALLTREES1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=
400)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Latency  to  visit  all  trees  (s)  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  4000)))  

(latvisitalltrees2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  LATVISITALLTREES2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=
400)  +  
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      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Latency  to  visit  all  trees  (s)  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  4000)))  

(totnotreesvisit1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  TOTNOTREESVISIT1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=1
)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  trees  visited  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  5)))  

(totnotreesvisit2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  TOTNOTREESVISIT2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=1
)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  trees  visited  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  5)))  

(nomovtrees1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NOMOVTREES1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  movements  between  trees  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  160)))  

(nomovtrees2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NOMOVTREES2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  movements  between  trees  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  160)))  

(nomovperchs1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NOMOVPERCHS1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  movements  between  perches  (T1)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  100)))  

(nomovperchs2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  NOMOVPERCHS2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=20)  +  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("No.  of  movements  between  perches  (T2)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  100)))  

(latresumfeed1<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  LATRESUMFEED1,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=50)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Latency  to  resume  feeding  (s)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  650)))  
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(latresumfeed2<-‐ggplot(dat)+  
      geom_histogram(aes(x  =  LATRESUMFEED2,  y  =  ..count..),  binwidth=50)  
+  
      theme_bw()  +  
      xlab("Latency  to  resume  feeding  (s)")  +  
      scale_x_continuous(limits  =  c(0,  650)))  

grid.arrange(socnohops1,  socnohops2,  socnoflights1,  socnoflights2,  soc
timecatch1,  soctimecatch2,  socnoescpatts1,  socnoescpatts2,  socnosquirm
s1,  socnosquirms2,  ncol=2)  

grid.arrange(solnohops1,  solnohops2,  solnoflights1,  solnoflights2,  sol
timecatch1,  soltimecatch2,  solnoescpatts1,  solnoescpatts2,  solnosquirm
s1,  solnosquirms2,  ncol=2)  

grid.arrange(netlatperch151,  netlatperch152,  netlatperchfeedr1,  netlat
perchfeedr2,  nettime151,  nettime152,  nettimefeedr1,  nettimefeedr2,  net
notimes151,  netnotimes152,  netnotimesfeedr1,  netnotimesfeedr2,  ncol=2)  

grid.arrange(latenter1,  latenter2,  latvisitalltrees1,  latvisitalltrees
2,  totnotreesvisit1,  totnotreesvisit2,  nomovtrees1,  nomovtrees2,  nomov
perchs1,  nomovperchs2,  latresumfeed1,  latresumfeed2,  ncol=2)  

Prepare	  data	  for	  Spearman	  correlation	  calculations:	  

#store  all  behavioural  variables  in  object  x  
x<-‐as.matrix(datbehavs)  
  
#store  David  Scores  in  separate  objects  for  trials  1  to  4  
y1<-‐dat$DS1  
y2<-‐dat$DS2  
y3<-‐dat$DS3  
y4<-‐dat$DS4  
  
#store  dominance  ranks  in  separate  objects  for  trials  1  to  4  
z1<-‐dat$RANK1  
z2<-‐dat$RANK2  
z3<-‐dat$RANK3  
z4<-‐dat$RANK4  

Calculate	  correlations	  between	  (1)	  all	  dominance	  variables	  for	  trials	  1-‐4,	  (2)	  David	  Scores	  and	  
behavioural	  variables	  for	  trials	  1-‐4,	  separately,	  and	  (3)	  dominance	  rankings	  and	  behavioural	  
variables	  for	  trials	  1-‐4,	  separately:	  

library(Hmisc)  #NOTE:  masks  "alpha"  function  in  psych  

#(1)  correlation  matrix  of  all  dominance  variables  for  trials  1-‐4  
rcorr(as.matrix(datdomcorr),  type=c("spearman"))    
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#(2a)  correlation  matrix  of  David  Scores  and  behavioural  variables  for  
trial  1  
rcorr(x,  y1,  type=c("spearman"))    

#(2b)  correlation  matrix  of  David  Scores  and  behavioural  variables  for  
trial  2  
rcorr(x,  y2,  type=c("spearman"))    

#(2c)  correlation  matrix  of  David  Scores  and  behavioural  variables  for  
trial  3  
rcorr(x,  y3,  type=c("spearman"))    

#(2d)  correlation  matrix  of  David  Scores  and  behavioural  variables  for  
trial  4  
rcorr(x,  y4,  type=c("spearman"))  

#(3a)  correlation  matrix  of  dominance  rankings  and  behavioural  variabl
es  for  trial  1  
rcorr(x,  z1,  type=c("spearman"))    

#(3b)  correlation  matrix  of  dominance  rankings  and  behavioural  variabl
es  for  trial  2  
rcorr(x,  z2,  type=c("spearman"))    

#(3c)  correlation  matrix  of  dominance  rankings  and  behavioural  variabl
es  for  trial  3  
rcorr(x,  z3,  type=c("spearman"))    

#(3d)  correlation  matrix  of  dominance  rankings  and  behavioural  variabl
es  for  trial  4  
rcorr(x,  z4,  type=c("spearman"))    

Create	  models	  to	  predict	  David	  Scores,	  using	  behavioural	  variables	  with	  correlations	  >/=	  0.2	  as	  
predictors:	  

#Model  to  predict  DS1,  using  Trial  1  behavioural  variables  with  correl
ations  >  0.2  with  DS1  and/or  DS2  as  predictors.  
mod1  <-‐  lm(DS1~SOLNOHOPS1+NETTIME151+LATVISITALLTREES1+NOMOVPERCHS1+SO
CNOSQUIRMS1+NETNOTIMESFEEDR1+NETTIME151+LATRESUMFEED1,  data=dat)  
dredge(mod1)    

#Model  to  predict  DS2,  using  Trial  1  behavioural  variables  with  correl
ations  >  0.2  with  DS1  and/or  DS2  as  predictors.  
mod2  <-‐  lm(DS2~SOLNOHOPS1+NETTIME151+LATVISITALLTREES1+NOMOVPERCHS1+SO
CNOSQUIRMS1+NETNOTIMESFEEDR1+NETTIME151+LATRESUMFEED1,  data=dat)  
dredge(mod2)    

#Model  to  predict  DS3,  using  Trial  2  behavioural  variables  with  correl
ations  >  0.2  with  DS3  and/or  DS4  as  predictors.  
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mod3  <-‐  lm(DS3~SOCTIMECATCH2+SOCNOSQUIRMS2+NETLATPERCH152+LATENTER2+LA
TVISITALLTREES2+SOCNOFLIGHTS2+SOCNOSQUIRMS2+NETLATPERCHFEEDR2+NETTIME1
52+NETNOTIMESFEEDR2+SOLNOFLIGHTS2+NOMOVTREES2+NOMOVPERCHS2+SOCTIMECATC
H2+NETTIMEFEEDR2+LATRESUMFEED2,  data=dat)    
dd3<-‐dredge(mod3)  

get.models(dd3,  subset  =  delta  <=0)  

#Model  to  predict  DS4,  using  Trial  2  behavioural  variables  with  correl
ations  >  0.2  with  DS3  and/or  DS4  as  predictors.  
mod4  <-‐  lm(DS4~SOCTIMECATCH2+SOCNOSQUIRMS2+NETLATPERCH152+LATENTER2+LA
TVISITALLTREES2+SOCNOFLIGHTS2+SOCNOSQUIRMS2+NETLATPERCHFEEDR2+NETTIME1
52+NETNOTIMESFEEDR2+SOLNOFLIGHTS2+NOMOVTREES2+NOMOVPERCHS2+SOCTIMECATC
H2+NETTIMEFEEDR2+LATRESUMFEED2,  data=dat)  
dd4<-‐dredge(mod4)  

get.models(dd4,  subset  =  delta  <=0)  

Create	  models	  to	  predict	  dominance	  rankings,	  using	  behavioural	  variables	  with	  correlations	  >/=	  
0.2	  as	  predictors:	  

#Model  to  predict  RANK1,  using  Trial  1  behavioural  variables  with  corr
elations  >  0.2  with  RANK1  and/or  RANK2  as  predictors.  
mod5  <-‐  lm(RANK1~SOCNOHOPS1+SOCNOSQUIRMS1+SOLNOHOPS1+NETLATPERCHFEEDR1
+NETNOTIMESFEEDR1+LATVISITALLTREES1+TOTNOTREESVISIT1+NOMOVTREES1+NOMOV
PERCHS1+LATRESUMFEED1+SOLNOSQUIRMS1,  data=dat)  
dd5<-‐dredge(mod5)  

get.models(dd5,  subset  =  delta  <=0)    

#Model  to  predict  RANK3,  using  Trial  2  behavioural  variables  with  corr
elations  >  0.2  with  RANK3  and/or  RANK4  as  predictors.  
mod7  <-‐  lm(RANK3~SOCTIMECATCH2+SOCNOSQUIRMS2+SOLNOFLIGHTS2+NETLATPERCH
152+LATENTER2+LATVISITALLTREES2+SOCNOHOPS2+SOCNOFLIGHTS2+NETLATPERCHFE
EDR2+NETTIME152+NETNOTIMESFEEDR2+LATRESUMFEED2+SOLNOSQUIRMS2,  data=dat
)    
dd7<-‐dredge(mod7)  #best  model  includes  LATENTER2  +  NETLATPERCH152  +  SO
CNOSQUIRMS2  +  NETLATPERCHFEEDR2  +  SOLNOFLIGHTS2  

get.models(dd7,  subset  =  delta  <=0)  

#Model  to  predict  RANK4,  using  Trial  2  behavioural  variables  with  corr
elations  >  0.2  with  RANK3  and/or  RANK4  as  predictors.  
mod8  <-‐  lm(RANK4~SOCTIMECATCH2+SOCNOSQUIRMS2+SOLNOFLIGHTS2+NETLATPERCH
152+LATENTER2+LATVISITALLTREES2+SOCNOHOPS2+SOCNOFLIGHTS2+NETLATPERCHFE
EDR2+NETTIME152+NETNOTIMESFEEDR2+LATRESUMFEED2+SOLNOSQUIRMS2,  data=dat
)  
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dd8<-‐dredge(mod8)  #best  mod  =  LATVISITALLTREES2  +  SOCNOFLIGHTS2  +  NETL
ATPERCH152  +  NETNOTIMESFEEDR2  +  NETTIME152  +  SOCNOSQUIRMS2  

get.models(dd8,  subset  =  delta  <=0)  

Create	  new	  models	  to	  predict	  David	  Scores,	  using	  behavioural	  variables	  that	  were	  included	  in	  
the	  best-‐fitting	  models	  after	  model	  selection	  for	  models	  mod1	  through	  mod4:	  

moda  <-‐  lm(DS1~scale(NETTIME151)+scale(NOMOVPERCHS1),  data=dat)  #predi
ctors  in  best-‐fitting  models  from  mod1  and  mod2  

summary(moda)  

confint(moda)  

modb  <-‐  lm(DS2~scale(NETTIME151)+scale(NOMOVPERCHS1),  data=dat)  #predi
ctors  in  best-‐fitting  models  from  mod1  and  mod2  

summary(modb)	  

confint(modb)  

modc  <-‐  lm(DS3~scale(NETLATPERCH152)+scale(SOCNOFLIGHTS2)+scale(SOCNOS
QUIRMS2)+scale(NOMOVPERCHS2)+scale(LATENTER2)+scale(LATRESUMFEED2)+sca
le(NETTIME152)+scale(NETNOTIMESFEEDR2),  data=dat)  #predictors  in  best-‐
fitting  models  from  mod3  and  mod4  
  
summary(modc)  
    
confint(modc)  

modd  <-‐  lm(DS4~scale(NETLATPERCH152)+scale(SOCNOFLIGHTS2)+scale(SOCNOS
QUIRMS2)+scale(NOMOVPERCHS2)+scale(LATENTER2)+scale(LATRESUMFEED2)+sca
le(NETTIME152)+scale(NETNOTIMESFEEDR2),  data=dat)  #predictors  in  best-‐
fitting  models  from  mod3  and  mod4  
  
summary(modd)    
  
confint(modd)  

Create	  new	  models	  to	  predict	  dominance	  rankings,	  using	  behavioural	  variables	  that	  were	  
included	  in	  the	  top	  models	  in	  model	  selection	  for	  models	  mod5	  through	  mod8:	  

mode  <-‐  lm(RANK1~scale(SOCNOHOPS1)+scale(NOMOVPERCHS1),  data=dat)  #pre
dictors  in  best-‐fitting  models  from  mod5  and  mod6  
summary(mode)    

confint(mode)  
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modf  <-‐  lm(RANK2~scale(SOCNOHOPS1)+scale(NOMOVPERCHS1),  data=dat)  #pre
dictors  in  best-‐fitting  models  from  mod5  and  mod6  
summary(modf)    

confint(modf)  

modg  <-‐  lm(RANK3~scale(LATENTER2)+scale(NETLATPERCH152)+scale(SOCNOSQU
IRMS2)+scale(NETLATPERCHFEEDR2)+scale(SOLNOFLIGHTS2)+scale(LATVISITALL
TREES2)+scale(SOCNOFLIGHTS2)+scale(NETNOTIMESFEEDR2)+scale(NETTIME152)
,  data=dat)  #predictors  in  best-‐fitting  models  from  mod7  and  mod8  
  
summary(modg)    
  
confint(modg)  

modh  <-‐  lm(RANK4~scale(LATENTER2)+scale(NETLATPERCH152)+scale(SOCNOSQU
IRMS2)+scale(NETLATPERCHFEEDR2)+scale(SOLNOFLIGHTS2)+scale(LATVISITALL
TREES2)+scale(SOCNOFLIGHTS2)+scale(NETNOTIMESFEEDR2)+scale(NETTIME152)
,  data=dat)  #predictors  in  best-‐fitting  models  from  mod7  and  mod8  
  
summary(modh)    

confint(modh)  

Check	  assumptions	  for	  (1)	  models	  with	  David	  Score	  as	  response	  variable	  (moda	  through	  modd)	  
and	  (2)	  models	  with	  dominance	  rankings	  as	  response	  variable	  (mode	  through	  modh):	  

qqnorm(residuals(moda))  

hist(residuals(moda))    

qqnorm(residuals(modb))    

hist(residuals(modb))    

qqnorm(residuals(modc))  

hist(residuals(modc))  

qqnorm(residuals(modd))    

hist(residuals(modd))    

qqnorm(residuals(mode))    

hist(residuals(mode))    

qqnorm(residuals(modf))    

hist(residuals(modf))    
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qqnorm(residuals(modg))    

hist(residuals(modg))    

qqnorm(residuals(modh))  

hist(residuals(modh))  

Create	  models	  to	  generate	  PCA	  values	  for	  (1)	  trial	  1	  and	  (2)	  trial	  2	  and	  get	  loadings	  of	  each:	  

#(1)  PCA  for  trial  1  
modpcaT1  <-‐  prcomp(  ~  LATVISITALLTREES1+SOCNOSQUIRMS1+SOCNOFLIGHTS1+SO
LNOSQUIRMS1+SOCNOHOPS1+SOLNOHOPS1+NOMOVPERCHS1+SOLNOESCAPE1+SOLTIMECAT
CH1+NOMOVTREES1,  data  =  dat,  center  =  TRUE,  scale  =  TRUE)  
summary(modpcaT1)  #gives  %  variance  explained  

#Axis  loadings  for  trial  1  
modpcaT1$rotation    

#(2)  PCA  for  trial  2  
modpcaT2  <-‐  prcomp(  ~  LATVISITALLTREES2+SOCNOSQUIRMS2+SOCNOFLIGHTS2+SO
LNOSQUIRMS2+SOCNOHOPS2+SOLNOHOPS2+NOMOVPERCHS2+SOLNOESCAPE2+SOLTIMECAT
CH2+NOMOVTREES2,  data  =  dat,  center  =  TRUE,  scale  =  TRUE)  
summary(modpcaT2)  

#Axis  loadings  for  trial  2  
modpcaT2$rotation    

Add	  PC1	  values	  for	  (1)	  trial	  1	  and	  (2)	  trial	  2	  to	  dataset	  for	  analysis:	  

str(modpcaT1)  #x  in  modpcaT1  =  PC  scores  (trial  1)  

str(modpcaT2)  #x  in  modpcaT2  =  PC  scores  (trial  2)  

#(1)  Add  a  new  data  column  in  dat1  called  "pc"  which  contains  PC  score
s  for  trial  1  
(dat$PCT1  <-‐  modpcaT1$x)    

(dat$PC1T1  <-‐  (dat$PCT1[,1]))  #PC1  scores  (trial  1)  

(dat$PC2T1  <-‐  (dat$PCT1[,2]))  #PC2  scores  (trial  1)  

#(2)  Add  a  new  data  column  in  dat1  called  "pc"  which  contains  PC  score
s  for  trial  2  
(dat$PCT2  <-‐  modpcaT2$x)  

(dat$PC1T2  <-‐  (dat$PCT2[,1]))  #PC1  scores  (trial  2)  

(dat$PC2T2  <-‐  (dat$PCT2[,2]))  #PC2  scores  (trial  2)  

Figures	  of	  behaviours	  in	  trial	  1	  vs.	  trial	  2:	  
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#(1)  Figures  of  trial  1  vs.  trial  2  for  the  most  repeatable  traits  
(a  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  LATVISITALLTREES1,  y  =  LATVISITALLTREES2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="Latency  to  visit  all  trees  (s)"))  

(b  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  SOCNOSQUIRMS1,  y  =  SOCNOSQUIRMS2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  social  squirms"))  

(c  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  SOCNOFLIGHTS1,  y  =  SOCNOFLIGHTS2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  social  flights"))  

(d  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  SOLNOSQUIRMS1,  y  =  SOLNOSQUIRMS2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  solitary  squirms"))  

(e  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  SOCNOHOPS1,  y  =  SOCNOHOPS2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  social  hops"))  
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(f  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  SOLNOHOPS1,  y  =  SOLNOHOPS2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  solitary  hops"))  

(g  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  NOMOVPERCHS1,  y  =  NOMOVPERCHS2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  movements  between  perches"))  

(h  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  SOLNOESCAPE1,  y  =  SOLNOESCAPE2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  solitary  escape  attempts"))  

(i  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  SOLTIMECATCH1,  y  =  SOLTIMECATCH2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="Solitary  capture  time  (s)"))  

(j  <-‐  ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  NOMOVTREES1,  y  =  NOMOVTREES2))  +  
    geom_abline(slope=1,  intercept=0)  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    xlab("Trial  1")  +  
    ylab("Trial  2")  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    labs(title="No.  of  movements  between  trees"))  

grid.arrange(a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,  ncol=2,  nrow=5)  
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#(2)  Figures  of  dominance  against  PC1  scores:  
  
#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  1st  dominance  trial  
(ab1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  DS1))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpca<-‐lm(DS1~PC1T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(cd1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  DS2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpca<-‐lm(DS2~PC1T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  2  vs.  David  Score  for  3rd  dominance  trial  
(ij1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T2,  y  =  DS3))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpca<-‐lm(DS3~PC1T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  2  vs.  David  Score  for  4th  dominance  trial  
(kl1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T2,  y  =  DS4))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpca<-‐lm(DS4~PC1T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  1st  dominance  trial  
(ef1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  RANK1))  +  
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    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpca<-‐lm(RANK1~PC1T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(gh1<-‐gh<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  RANK2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpca<-‐lm(RANK2~PC1T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  2  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  3rd  dominance  trial  
(mn1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T2,  y  =  RANK3))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpca<-‐lm(RANK3~PC1T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  2  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  4th  dominance  trial  
#but  take  off  CLs    
(op1<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC1T2,  y  =  RANK4))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpca<-‐lm(RANK4~PC1T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

grid.arrange(arrangeGrob(ab1,  ef1,  top="Trial  1  Start"),  arrangeGrob(c
d1,  gh1,  top="Trial  1  End"),  ncol=2)  #figures  from  dom  Trial  1  ("Start
"  on  left,  "End"  on  right)  
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grid.arrange(arrangeGrob(ij1,  mn1,  top="Trial  2  Start"),  arrangeGrob(k
l1,  op1,  top="Trial  2  End"),  ncol=2)  #figures  from  dom  Trial  2  ("Start
"  on  left,  "End"  on  right)  

#some  outliers    
min(dat$PC1T1)  #row  #13  =  outlier  

dato1<-‐dat[-‐13,]  
  
#again,  with  outliers  removed  
#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  1st  dominance  trial  
(abo1<-‐ggplot(dato1,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  DS1))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpca<-‐lm(DS1~PC1T1,  data=dato1)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(cdo1<-‐ggplot(dato1,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  DS2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpca<-‐lm(DS2~PC1T1,  data=dato1)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  1st  dominance  trial  
(efo1<-‐ggplot(dato1,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  RANK1))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpca<-‐lm(RANK1~PC1T1,  data=dato1)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC1  for  trial  1  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(gho1<-‐gh<-‐ggplot(dato1,  aes(x  =  PC1T1,  y  =  RANK2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
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    xlab("PC1  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpca<-‐lm(RANK2~PC2T1,  data=dato1)  
summary(modpca)  

grid.arrange(arrangeGrob(abo1,  efo1,  top="Trial  1  Start"),  arrangeGrob
(cdo1,  gho1,  top="Trial  1  End"),  ncol=2)    

#(3)  Figures  of  dominance  against  PC2  scores:  
  
#PC2  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  1st  dominance  trial  
(ab2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  DS1))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpca<-‐lm(DS1~PC2T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpca)  

#PC2  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(cd2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  DS2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(DS2~PC2T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  2  vs.  David  Score  for  3rd  dominance  trial  
(ij2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T2,  y  =  DS3))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(DS3~PC2T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  2  vs.  David  Score  for  4th  dominance  trial  
(kl2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T2,  y  =  DS4))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
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    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(DS4~PC2T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  1  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  1st  dominance  trial  
(ef2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  RANK1))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(RANK1~PC2T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  1  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(gh2<-‐gh<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  RANK2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(RANK2~PC2T1,  data=dat)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  2  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  3rd  dominance  trial  
(mn2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T2,  y  =  RANK3))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(RANK3~PC2T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  2  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  4th  dominance  trial  
#but  take  off  CLs    
(op2<-‐ggplot(dat,  aes(x  =  PC2T2,  y  =  RANK4))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  
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modpcb<-‐lm(RANK4~PC2T2,  data=dat)  
summary(modpcb)  

grid.arrange(arrangeGrob(ab2,  ef2,  top="Trial  1  Start"),  arrangeGrob(c
d2,  gh2,  top="Trial  1  End"),  ncol=2)  #figures  from  dom  Trial  1  ("Start
"  on  left,  "End"  on  right)  

#some  outliers  
min(dat$PC2T1)  #row  #4  =  outlier  

dato2<-‐dat[-‐4,]  
  
#again,  with  outliers  removed  
#PC2  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  1st  dominance  trial  
(abo2<-‐ggplot(dato2,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  DS1))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(DS1~PC2T1,  data=dato2)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  1  vs.  David  Score  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(cdo2<-‐ggplot(dato2,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  DS2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("David  Score"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(DS2~PC2T1,  data=dato2)  
summary(modpcb)  

  (efo2<-‐ggplot(dato2,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  RANK1))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(RANK1~PC2T1,  data=dato2)  
summary(modpcb)  

#PC2  for  trial  1  vs.  dominance  ranking  for  2nd  dominance  trial  
(gho2<-‐gh<-‐ggplot(dato2,  aes(x  =  PC2T1,  y  =  RANK2))  +  
    geom_point()  +  
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    geom_smooth(method="lm",  se=FALSE)  +  
    theme_bw()  +  
    xlab("PC2  Score")  +  
    ylab("Dominance  Rank"))  

modpcb<-‐lm(RANK2~PC2T1,  data=dato2)  
summary(modpcb)  

grid.arrange(arrangeGrob(abo2,  efo2,  top="Trial  1  Start"),  arrangeGrob
(cdo2,  gho2,  top="Trial  1  End"),  ncol=2)  #PC2T1  without  outliers  

grid.arrange(arrangeGrob(ij2,  mn2,  top="Trial  2  Start"),  arrangeGrob(k
l2,  op2,  top="Trial  2  End"),  ncol=2)  #figures  from  dom  Trial  2  ("Start
"  on  left,  "End"  on  right)  

 


